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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Building Scalable Architectures Using Emerging Memory Technologies
by
Kunal Kishore Korgaonkar
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science (Computer Engineering)
University of California San Diego, 2019
Professor Steven Swanson, Chair
A confluence of trends is reshaping computing today. On one end, the massive amounts
of data being generated by the proliferation of sensing and internet services are creating a
demand for better computer architectures and systems. The other stream of the confluence is the
nanotechnology advances that are unearthing new memory device technologies with the potential
to replace (or be combined with) conventional memories.
Given these trends, this thesis examines emerging memory device technologies that pro-
vide a unique opportunity to build computer architectures with efficient and scalable data storage
and processing capabilities. The associated memory architectures of these new systems promise
to offer distinctive features such as intrinsic non-volatility, highly dense memory structures,
xii
extremely low-power consumption and even embedded processing capabilities. Among others,
some examples of emerging memory technologies with such features are PCM, 3D Xpoint,
STT-RAM and ReRAM.
A central question with the new memory architectures built with emerging memory
technologies is whether or not the resultant systems are scalable. Towards answering this question,
this thesis identifies that conventional memory architecture specific scaling methods may not
directly apply in case of emerging memory technologies. These methods were developed mostly
for SRAM and DRAM, and today, they do not provide the desired outcomes for emerging memory
technologies. As a result, there exist fundamental unsolved problems concerning scalability in
building memory architectures. Unfortunately, this means that even though emerging memory
technologies provide distinctive features, they may be largely left untapped.
Given the scalability concerns, this thesis then advocates a scalability-first approach for
building computer architectures using emerging memory technologies while being aware of
the limitations and opportunities associated with them. As demonstrations of the scalability-
first approach, the thesis discusses several scalability problems encountered in systems using
emerging memory technologies. It also brings out potential solutions for each of these problems
in the form of novel techniques and tools.
For instance, the thesis discusses the problem and a solution for scaling write order
enforcement mechanisms for data persistence on large non-volatile main memory systems,
followed by the problem and a potential solution for scaling write bandwidth and thereby reducing
memory interference on systems with dense non-volatile memory caches. Also discussed are
methods for scaling system architectures with in-memory processing capability subject to its
operational complexity and other limits.
The proposed scalability-first approach points to prospects and ways for better adoption
of emerging memory technologies within existing systems. The approach and the solutions also
lead to likely transition paths to even more scalable and markedly different systems of the future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On the promise of scalable architectures using emerging memory technologies
The thesis is set in the context of the recent confluence of nanotechnology and architecture
trends which provide a unique opportunity in realizing truly data-centric computer systems.
This introductory text discusses the emergence of new memory technologies and the
features that these memories offer. Their unique features and the associated advantages bring
about the need to build computer architectures that can best utilize them. Unfortunately, past
scaling methods developed for conventional memory technologies may not be directly applicable
in the case of new memories.
This chapter brings into focus the difficulties of realizing the full potential of emerging
memories. The text introduces some concrete examples of scalability problems to demonstrate
the nature of these difficulties. These scalability problems are described in details later through
the course of this thesis.
As a path towards a solution, this chapter also introduces the proposed scalability-first
approach for building systems using emerging memory technologies. It advocates that such an
approach is essential for best utilizing the new memory technological trends. The chapter ends
with an outline for the rest of the thesis.
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1.1 The Confluence
A confluence of trends occurring today can potentially reshape computing forever. At
one end, is the nanotechnology revolution leading to the discovery of new memory and storage
device technologies. These devices are extending our understanding of materials and device
physics at the tiniest scales. The other stream of the confluence comes from the proliferation of
sensing and online services generating massive amounts of data, popularly known as the big-data
revolution. The proliferation has set a stage for a closer examination of the inefficiencies of
existing computer systems built with conventional memory and storage technologies.
The following paragraphs provide the reader with an introduction to nanotechnology
trends. An introduction to the architecture trends follows. Each of these trends and their co-
existence is a recurring theme in the rest of this thesis. The subsequent chapters of the thesis
shall elaborate more on the specifics of certain memory technologies, as deemed necessary.
1.1.1 The Emergence of New Memory Technologies
Current trends in nanotechnologies are leading to new findings in emerging memory
and storage device technologies. Several types of devices with varying properties such as non-
volatility, density and in-memory computing capabilities are being investigated. In the past, the
range of memory and storage options were limited (in terms of speed and cost-per-bit). More
options are now or will be made available to system designers in the form of emerging memory
technologies.
As an example, Intel’s 3D-XPoint or Optane main memory was released recently and is
now available for sale as real computer memory product. It provides cost-effective capacities
(similar to FLASH storage media), as well as high speeds (closer to DRAM-based main memory).
Over time, many of the new devices will potentially replace, or be combined with existing
memory and storage technologies and thus will find their respective places in widely used
computer systems.
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This thesis shall refer to emerging storage and memory technologies as emerging memory
technologies, given their likely use as main memories or as caches placed closer to the processors.
1.1.2 Trends in Data-centric Architectures
The other key trend witnessed today is the massive amounts of data being generated by
the proliferation of sensing and internet services. In this respect, especially relevant today is the
need to store and process large amounts of data efficiently. Unfortunately, modern computer
architectures were not designed for efficiently performing data storage and processing tasks.
The inefficiencies related to data processing are deep-rooted. For example, some of these
inefficiencies are as a result of the limitations of the Von-Neumann model. At the same time, it
is unclear if any particular computing model (whether Von-Neumann or otherwise) can address
all these inefficiencies effectively. Already, conventional CMOS trends, such as the slowing
Moore’s law and the unsustainable power densities, are making today’s computer architectures
less attractive option. These trends if continues may make today’s computer architectures further
unattractive for performing vast amounts of data processing and storage tasks.
Instead of the options discussed above, this thesis focusses on understanding the scalabil-
ity of systems that attempt to utilize the emerging memory technologies. The thesis attempts to
answer whether or not the new memory technologies provide a path towards more scalable and
efficient data-centric systems.
1.2 Scalable Architectures Using Emerging Memory Tech-
nologies: Promise or Peril?
Given the data revolution at one end and the emergence of new memory technologies at
the other end, there is an urgency to actively build new systems and architectures that by their
very design can exploit well the unique properties of emerging memory technologies.
Architectures and systems that best utilize the emerging memory technology trends for
efficiency and scalability will be the ideal outcome of the confluence. The key question is
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whether such systems can be built. To understand whether truly data-centric architecture can be
designed and built (or not), this thesis poses the following pertinent question:
How to build computer architectures using emerging memory technologies that can lead to
efficient and scalable data storage and processing systems of the future?.
The following text discusses three distinct scalability problems associated with three
distinct feature of new memories. The old method for scalability (for conventional memories)
and the associated issues are highlighted, along with the new or proposed scalable method.
The chapter compares the traditional scaling method used in conventional memories with new
methods employed for better scalability in emerging memories.
1.2.1 Scalability in Persistence
Enforcing persist ordering is necessary to exploit the non-volatility feature of emerging
memories since systems will continue to contain some volatile parts inside which re-ordering
can occur. The volatile parts could be SRAM caches, interconnects or memory controller buffers.
Programmer semantics necessitates some form of crash consistency support. However, current
solutions to ensure persistent ordering do not scale with high core, memory controller and socket
count.
The thesis identifies this problem and thus establishes that merely exposing features of
the new memories, in this case, mechanisms to support non-volatility, is not sufficient. Instead,
ensuring scalability of those mechanisms is needed. The fact that scaling does not occur across
core, memory controller and socket count with current solutions, also indicates the need for
re-architecting across major subsystems to address this issue.
Below is a concise summary of the write ordering scalability problem.
• Feature: Non-volatility
• Memory Technology: PCM, 3D-Xpoint or ReRAM
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• Old Method: Write to DRAM and log in slow media like SDD/HDD.
• Scalability Issue: Simple persistent write ordering mechanisms do not scale
• Proposed Method: Persisting in non-volatile main memories with distributed algorithms
1.2.2 Scalability in Caching
Write bandwidth is linked to memory’s density. Memories with high density are likely
to have lower write bandwidth due to intrinsic technological factors like yield and reliability
constraints. These bandwidth characteristics raise questions on scalability.
Traditional methods to manage cache capacities, including those proposed recently for
non-volatile memory caches, heavily relies on replacement policies. However, replacement alone
is insufficient to provide the guarantees on memory access bandwidth allocations. Allocation
guarantees are necessary for an individual core’s performance scalability. Guarantees are also
required for system scaling with additional core count.
The on-chip caches with emerging memories is a good case study to understand why the
drop-in replacement approach may not always work for emerging memories. High-performance
processors typically require high on-chip memory access bandwidth. While the slow writes
to the caches eat up useful bandwidth, actually deteriorating performance and cancelling the
advantage of higher capacities.
Here is a concise summary of the write bandwidth scalability problem in dense caches
built with non-volatile memories.
• Feature: Density or capacity
• Memory Technology: STT-RAM or SOT-RAM
• Old Method: SRAM caches and replacement policies for capacity management
• Scalability Issue: Old replacement policies do not scale
• Proposed Method: STT-RAM caches with replacement and queuing polices combined
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1.2.3 Scalability in In-Memory Computations
Current in-memory computing proposals mostly focus on exploiting the in-memory
computing ability of new memories. For in-memory computations performed using stateful
in-memory logic, there exist limits of operational complexity. In this context, operational
complexity refers to the exact number of memory cycles required to complete a given operation
of a specific size.
There exist a lack of general understanding of the scalability of in-memory processing el-
ements relative to traditional CMOS execution units. Not considering the operational complexity
may lead to actual scalability issues in the end systems.
In the context of this problem, it is also worth highlighting that, even though executing
inside memories can be viewed as an instance of non Von-Neumann model, scalability issues
appear nevertheless.
Below is a summary of the in-memory computing scalability limits.
• Feature: In-memory logic
• Memory Technology: ReRAM or STT-RAM
• Old Method: CMOS for logic near memory
• Scalability Issue: In-memory logic does not scale with complexity and data sizes
• Proposed Method: Analytical complexity calculations and being logic complexity-aware
1.3 A Scalability-first Approach
This thesis shows that a confluence in nanotechnologies and data-centric architectures
is creating unique opportunities as well as potential risks in the adoption of new memory
technologies. This thesis attempts to deepen our understanding of the resultant risks, in particular,
the scalability-related risks.
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By investigating three scalability issues as case studies, the thesis provides evidence for
its claims on the new memory technology adoption risks. The thesis highlights the shortcomings
of many of the recent new memory architectural proposals from the literature and their inability
to access the risks. Based on a better understanding of the scalability issues, the thesis proposes
solutions for each of them.
The identification of adoption risks, particularly the scalability related risks, and thereafter
coming up with systematic solutions to address these risks, demonstrate a scalability-first
approach. Below is a summary of the type of new memory technology adoption risks that may
exist, stated in more general terms. The order of the stated risks roughly is in the order of
how research has progressed in this area. The list is not exhaustive but should serve as useful
guidelines.
1. Drop-in replacement to exploit new memory features may not work. Although new memory
and storage technologies are promising in many respects, they in most cases cannot be a
drop-in replacement for existing technologies. The drop-in replacement may not work
well, either creating a severe performance or sometimes semantical issue.
2. Exploiting new memory features do not translate to scalability. In many cases, the initial
solutions proposed for building non-volatile memory architectures may not as scalable
as thought to be. Ability to exploit certain properties of new memories should not be
confused with scalability. Exploiting a feature is easier without concern for scalability, and
much harder with it.
3. Whether Von-Neumann model or even otherwise, new scalability issues may appear.
Whether the computational model is Von-Neumann or otherwise, the adoption of new
memory technologies may require rearchitecting the software and hardware subsystems
and the related interfaces of current systems. Even non Von-Neumann models may also
face scalability issues. Perhaps they should not be seen as a panacea for scalability.
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The three features or capabilities, namely, non-volatility, high-density and in-memory
computing capability, are central and unique to the nature of new memories. The solutions
proposed in this thesis in relation to these features, therefore, address very fundamental and
general aspects in the design of new computer and memory architectures. With more proliferation
of emerging memory technologies, the significance of these solutions will only increase with
time.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis describes the three scalability problems and the proposed scalable solutions
in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. The three chapters are concerned with
scalability problems in relation to non-volatility, high-density and in-memory computing capa-
bility of emerging memories, respectively. Each of these three chapters serve to illustrate the
scalability-first approach.
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Chapter 2
Scalability in Persistence
Scaling persistent ordering with more cores, memory-controllers and sockets
Non-volatile main memories (NVMMs), such as phase-change memory (PCM) [118],
resistive RAM (ReRAM) [91], and 3D Xpoint [48], are likely to bring profound changes to
many aspects of computer systems. While NVMMs offer promising opportunities, they also
require systems using them to carefully order data updates into persistence in order to preserve
consistency on system failures. A growing body of research [94, 22, 87, 53, 60, 62, 61, 80, 100]
has been exploring hardware primitives to enforce these ordering constraints.
However, scalability of ordering support still remains an issue in NVMMs. Most previous
work only considers ordering of NVMM updates through one or two memory controllers [94, 5,
22, 53, 60, 62, 61, 80]. But modern servers can include hundreds of cores and many memory
controllers scattered across multiple sockets. In such a system, enforcing ordering constraints
between stores generated at distributed cores and written into persistence (that is, persisted)
at distributed memory controllers requires an efficient algorithm to capture and enforce these
constraints.
Existing industry solutions [94, 5] address the problem by having a single core gather all
the relevant cache lines together in one place followed by a series of cacheline flushes. The core
essentially serves as the serializer slowing down the enforcement. Known research work [22,
53, 60, 62, 61, 80] uses explicit enqueue and acknowledgement (ack) messages of some form,
between the CPU and memory controller (MC). For large multi-socket systems, where the MCs
may be remotely placed on another socket, such schemes are especially problematic to implement
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Figure 2.1. This figure shows the expected memory system layout of a scale-up server with
NVMM. In the figure parts (a) and (b) highlight the persistent store ordering problem in a
distributed large-scale system setting.
and are non-scalable.
In this paper, we address these issues with a set of novel distributed algorithms for
ordering updates to persistent memory. Our collection of algorithms, which we call Vector
ORdered Persistence ALgorithm (Vorpal), uses a vector clock [79, 28] inspired representation to
(1) construct a partial order over the stores executed in a distributed computer system and (2)
efficiently enforce the order at distributed memory controllers.
In particular, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We describe a basic vector clock-inspired algorithm for persistence and demonstrate that it
can implement the acquire-release persistent memory model.
• We propose new vector clock-inspired algorithms to address scalability problems of vector
clocks as an ordering mechanism in many-core, multi-socket systems with a large number
of memory controllers.
• We provide safety and liveness proofs for each of the proposed algorithms.
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Figure 2.2. This figure shows the participating entities of Vorpal (for brevity we show just two
cores and two controllers per socket)
2.1 Background
This section describes the necessary architectural and theory background for situating
the Vorpal algorithms.
2.1.1 Acquire-Release Persistence (ARP)
In persistent memory programming, not only must we specify the happens-before order-
ing (which we write as ≺HB or ≺), we also must describe the persists-before ordering, that is,
the ordering in which writes become persistent. The persist-before ordering (which we write
as lPB or l) is controlled using a persistency model, which is specified on top of and along
with the traditional memory consistency model. We chose a relatively relaxed persistency model
called acquire-release persistency (ARP) [61] in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the Vorpal
algorithms — trivially, Vorpal supports stricter persistency models.
As the name suggests, ARP is a persistency model built on top of release consistency.
The ARP model is a refinement of traditional release consistency in that all happens-before
orderings in the original consistency model are also persists-before orderings for all stores to
persistent memory addresses (synchronization edges between store-release and load-acquire
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also order the persistent stores of the synchronizing threads). In addition to the happens-before
induced persistence orderings, ARP adds local persist fences that restrict the persist-before order
within the local thread without incurring any happens-before edges. These persist fences are
useful when a thread is modifying persistent, yet local, state.
2.1.2 System Layout
Future scale-up servers are expected to have tens of sockets, hundreds of cores, and tens
of memory controllers controlling terabytes of memory. In this work, we target a system that is
divided into sockets, each of which has cores that generate stores, memory controllers or MCs
that persist the stores, and a gateway node used for cross-socket communication (see Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.2). Note that successive stores from a single core may be persisted at different
memory controllers; given a store’s physical address there is exactly one controller that can
persist it. The nodes in this system are connected by an asynchronous, loss-less, bounded-delay
network with no out-of-thin-air values.
This distributed system is responsible not only for maintaining cache coherence but also
for enforcing the persists-before ordering across distributed memory controllers. For correctness,
at any instant in (asynchronous) time, those stores persisted across all memory controllers
must form a consistent cut across the persists-before order. Vorpal algorithms represent this
persists-before order using vector clocks.
2.1.3 Vector Clocks
Vector clocks [79, 28] are a well-known construct for representing logical time in a
distributed system. A vector clock (or VC) is an n-tuple of positive integers, shared across n
nodes. For a vector clock V , we say Vi denotes the ith entry in the vector. Vector clocks are
useful in that they represent time as a partial order: every node’s vector clock acts as a local clock
periodically synchronized with remote clocks. With vector clocks, we can progress local time
by incrementing the local vector entry by one. We express this operation as: V +i 1, that is, an
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increment adds 1 to ith slot of V . Orderings across node clocks are incurred upon synchronization.
When the local node receives a message from a remote node, it updates its local clock to include
all remote clock times prior to the message’s send time, that is, it merges its local clock with that
of the message’s send time. We express the merge of vector clocks U and V as U⊕V = Z where
∀iZi = max(Vi,Ui). As VCs describe a partial order, we can compare clocks easily. Given clocks
U and V , V <U ⇐⇒ ∀iVi ≤Ui∧∃ jVj <U j; and V =U ⇐⇒ ∀iVi =Ui. We can also define
simultaneity as V ||U ⇐⇒ ¬(V <U)∧¬(U <V ), when clocks U and V could occur in parallel.
2.2 Overview
Vorpal is a scalable, distributed mechanism for implementing persistence models. It uses
vector clocks [79, 28] for encoding the persist-before orderings across stores and provides a
scalable distributed algorithm for persisting stores at the memory controllers in accordance with
those constraints.
The Vorpal algorithm class includes several variants, each of which is a refinement of
previous versions. The simplest, Vorpal0, is simple to implement but incurs extraneous orderings
between persistent stores. Its refinement, Vorpalchunk, operates at the level of a group of stores
rather than single stores thereby supporting a more relaxed persistent order (necessary for higher
performance). However, neither Vorpal0 nor Vorpalchunk exploits the hierarchical nature of the
network — they use very large vector clocks. To shrink the message size, we introduce VorpalH ,
a variant that maintains smaller clocks by leveraging hierarchy. However, a clock hierarchy
has the tendency to introduce extraneous orderings due to sharing of vector clock dimensions
between cores of the system. We reduce these extraneous orderings, while still leveraging
hierarchy in VorpalH .
2.2.1 Definitions and Preliminaries
Vorpal algorithms comprise of two steps: order construction and order enforcement, each
with their own requirements. We explain both, then use them to define correctness (both safety
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and liveness) for the entire class of Vorpal algorithms.
2.2.1.1 Order Construction
In the order construction step, we assign vector clock values to persistent stores. The
order built by these clock values, which we term the clock order, is expected to subsume the
persists-before order, that is:
Definition 1 (Order Construction Requirement). A Vorpal algorithm satisfies the order construc-
tion requirement if given stores S and T with Vorpal-assigned clocks V S and V T , SlPB T →
V S <V T
In order to build the clock order, each CPU maintains a vector clock that will represent
its local and monotonically increasing logical time (without loss of generality, we assume single-
threaded cores). We use the term core VC to refer to the clock register maintained by each core
to assign VC values to the persistent stores it generates.
2.2.1.2 Order Enforcement
In the order enforcement step, memory controllers persist stores according to their clock
order (and, consequently, their persists-before order). The controller persists new store only if
all preceding stores in clock-order have been persisted, that is:
Definition 2 (Order Enforcement Requirement). Consider the set of persisted stores Persisted
and some store S with vector clock value V S. A Vorpal memory controller that satisfies the order
enforcement requirement will set Persisted′ = Persisted ∪ S if and only if ∀TV T < V S→ T ∈
Persisted.
To do this enforcement, each memory controller maintains a vector clock to track the
completion of stores. We use the term progress VC to refer to the VC register maintained at the
memory controller. At any given time, the progress register P merges all persisted VC values it
is aware of, including those persisted locally or at other MCs.
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2.2.1.3 Correctness
Definition 3 (Safety). A Vorpal algorithm can be considered safe if at any given point in time,
the set of persisted stores is a consistent cut across the persists-before order.
Theorem 1 (Safety). Any Vorpal algorithm that meets both the Order Construction and Order
Enforcement requirements is safe.
Proof. By induction. Base case. Persisted = ∅. The empty set is a consistent cut across any
partial order. Induction. We induct across store persists. Assume Persisted is a consistent
cut across the persist-before order and some controller adds a store S such that Persisted′ =
Persisted ∪ S. By order enforcement, S is only persisted ∀TV T < V S → T ∈ Persisted, and
by order construction, SlPB T → V S < V T . Therefore, store S is added to Persisted only if
∀T T l S,T ∈ Persisted. Since, for any partial order, the union of two consistent cuts (both
Persisted and S and all its predecessors) is itself a consistent cut, Persisted′ is a consistent cut
across the persists-before order.
Definition 4 (Liveness). A Vorpal algorithm can be considered live if, given a long enough
failure-free execution, it eventually persists all issued persistent stores.
2.3 Vorpal0: Baseline Vorpal
Having laid out the requirements for a Vorpal algorithm, we introduce Vorpal0, a straight-
forward (though overly conservative) mechanism for meeting the two Vorpal requirements.
Subsequent sections will refine the algorithm. Its code is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.3.1 Order Construction
In Vorpal0, as with all Vorpal algorithms, we tag every store with a vector clock value
generated by the core’s source vector clock. In Vorpal0, we build an over-constrained clock order.
At every store, we increment the core’s source VC (line 3). At every load-acquire, we merge
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1 // Corei State and Events (Order Construction)
2 clock register C;
3 On: Issue persistent store or store−rel S
4 C+i 1; V S =C;
5 On: Issue store−rel S (non−persistent)
6 V S =C;
7 On: Issue load−acq A that
8 synchronizes−with store−rel S
9 C =C⊕V S;
10
11 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
12 clock register P;
13 On: Periodically
14 if(∃SS ∈ Pending∧S /∈ Persisted
15 ∧are adjacent(V S,P)){
16 Persisted = Persisted∪S; P = P⊕V S;
17 }
18 On: Received broadcast clock B
19 P = P⊕B;
20 On: Periodically
21 Broadcast P;
Figure 2.3. Vorpal0: The pseudo-code for Vorpal0, the baseline version of Vorpal. Actions of
the cores and the memory controllers (MC) for order construction and enforcement, respectively,
are shown.
the local VC with the VC value attached to the corresponding store-release (line 9). Trivially,
Vorpal0 meets the order construction requirement — it enforces program order on all stores
(thereby capturing the persist fences of ARP) and preserves synchronization induced persistence
orderings.
2.3.2 Order Enforcement
Vorpal0’s memory controllers enforce the ordering created by the processors using a
simple rule that leverages its local progress vector clock (P). Whenever a controller persists a
store (line 16), or discovers the store has been persisted at another controller (line 19), it merges
the store’s VC to its clock. In order to ensure all stores are eventually persisted, controllers
periodically broadcast their clocks to all other controllers (line 21), who merge the broadcasted
values into their own local clocks.
To decide whether to persist a store, the memory controller uses the notion of adjacency.
A memory controller persists a store S with clock value V S only if the store’s clock value is
adjacent to the current progress clock P, that is, if V Si ≤ Pi for all i, except j where V Sj = Pj +1.
Our notion of adjacency ensures that, for any persisting store, we only increment one dimension
of the progress clock, and only by one.
We can show that Vorpal0 meets the order enforcement requirement by induction on P,
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where our hypothesis is that any store with a clock V ≤ P is persisted. When a controller persists
some store S, any preceeding store T l S must have a clock value smaller than V S (by order
construction), and, consequently, V T must be less than or equal to P (by adjacency). Therefore
T is persistent (by induction).
2.3.3 Liveness
Vorpal0 is not only safe (by order construction and enforcement), but also live. We reason
by contradiction: suppose some store S cannot be persisted, and has the smallest VC of any
outstanding stores. Given a long enough failure-free execution, all persistent stores (including
S) will be issued to their controllers. Given a long enough period with no persisted stores, all
progress clocks will converge on a value P such that ∀T∈PersistedV T ≤ P. By our contradiction
assumption, S cannot be adjacent to P, which gives three impossible cases. If S≤ P, then we have
violated safety. If ∃iSi−Pi > 1 or ∃i, jSi−Pi = 1∧S j−Pj = 1, then we violate our contradiction
assumption as there exists some S′ /∈ Persisted that persists-before S (due to the density of our
order construction rule).
2.4 Vorpalchunk: Chunk-Granularity Vector Clock Ordering
Vorpal0 is correct, but introduces many extraneous orderings between stores. In particular,
it assumes that all stores issued by a given thread must persist in program order, but this constraint
is in fact not required by ARP. Rather, ARP assumes that a thread’s stores are unordered into
persistence unless constrained by a synchronization edge or persist fence.
In this next subsection, we introduce a relaxed version of Vorpal0, called Vorpalchunk,
which groups together stores that are unordered with respect to one another and issued from
the same thread. These groups of unordered stores, or chunks, are all assigned the same clock
value. Like all Vorpal algorithms, the clock order captured by Vorpalchunk (≤C) subsumes the
persist-before order, that is: l ⊆≤C, and, furthermore, the controller in turn completes the
chunks following the generated vector clock order (corresponding to ≤C). We show its code in
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Figure 2.4
2.4.1 Order Construction
In Vorpalchunk, a chunk is created by incrementing the local clock register — all stores
in the chunk will receive the same clock value. Once the chunk is completed, the dispatch
function DispatchChunk(), sends the chunk, along with the count of stores inside the chunk,
to its respective controller and resets the chunk counter used to track the number of stores
(ChunkCount) inside a chunk.
A new chunk of stores is created on seeing new store following an earlier persist fence
or load acquire (lines 29 and 28 respectively). In addition to these instruction triggered chunk
boundaries, to simplify enforcement, Vorpalchunk creates a new chunk when created when the
next store is issued to a different memory controller than the previous store (line 27). Cores also
periodically start new chunks to maintain liveness (line 40).
Rather straightforwardly, Vorpalchunk’s clock-order subsumes the persist-before order
(and therefore meets order construction). Instructions that induce a persist-before ordering (either
a persist fence or synchronization edge) result in the increment of the local clock register — the
use of chunks is safe as no stores in a chunk are persist-before ordered with respect to another.
2.4.2 Order Enforcement
Vorpalchunk inherits its order enforcement code at the memory controller from the simpler
Vorpal, but its code operates on chunks instead of stores. That is, if some pending chunk has
yet to be persisted and is adjacent to the progress register P, then all component stores in the
chunk can be persisted by the controller (line 44). Note the count of stores inside the chunk is
made known to its controller by the core at chunk dispatch time, hence it can safely complete
the individual stores and then mark the chunk as complete (so chunks can be sent piecemeal if
necessary). As with Vorpal, the memory controller periodically broadcasts its clock to allow for
cross controller progress (line 49).
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22 // Corei State and Events (Order Construction)
23 clock register C;
24 Integer ChunkCount;
25 Set<Store> Chunk;
26 On: Issue persistent store or store−rel S
27 if (S switches controller
28 ∨S is first store after load acquire
29 ∨S is first store after persist fence)
30 C+i 1; DispatchChunk();
31 Add S to Chunk;
32 ChunkCount++;
33 V S =C;
34 On: Issue store−rel S (non−persistent)
35 V S =C;
36 On: Issue load−acq A that
37 synchronizes−with store−rel S
38 C =C⊕V S;
39 On: Periodically when ChunkCount6=0
40 C+i 1; DispatchChunk();
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42 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
43 clock register P;
44 On: Periodically
45 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pending∧Chunk /∈ Persisted ∧
46 are adjacent(VChunk,P)){
47 Persisted = Persisted∪Chunk; P = P⊕VChunk;
48 }
49 On: Received broadcast clock B
50 P = P⊕B;
51 On: Periodically
52 Broadcast P;
Figure 2.4. Vorpalchunk: The pseudo-code for Vorpalchunk, a vector clock Vorpal algorithm that
constructs and enforces ordering at a relaxed granularity of chunks. Actions of the cores and the
memory controllers (MC) are shown.
For correctness of order enforcement, the proof previously laid out for Vorpal0’s enforce-
ment can be reapplied practically verbatim, substituting “chunks” for “stores”. This substitution
is possible because individual chunk is assigned a single clock value and stores that share a clock
value are unordered. Similarly, the Vorpal0 proof of liveness applies substituting in chunks for
stores.
2.4.3 Vorpalchunk+
Although Vorpalchunk has fewer extraneous orderings relative to Vorpal0, the demarcation
of chunks based on controller memory regions creates false orderings. Below we propose
Vorpalchunk+ which provides a way to remove these extraneous orderings through the use of
sub-chunks.
In Vorpalchunk+, we do not create chunk boundaries between persistent stores issued to
different memory controllers but instead create sub-chunks when we switch controllers. Sub-
chunks share a clock-value but are persisted at different memory controllers — a chunk is broken
into a sequence of sub-chunks. With regard to order creation, this modification is safe, as stores
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in different sub-chunks are still unordered with respect to each other in both clock-order and
persists-before. However, enforcing the order becomes a problem as every component sub-chunk
across all memory controllers needs to persist before any subsequent store is persisted.
To realize this optimization, each sub-chunk contains information about its successor and
predecessor sub-chunks, along with a unique id. When the sub-chunk is persisted, it notifies
its successor’s memory controller but does not increment its local progress clock. Once the
final sub-chunk both receives notification its predecessor sub-chunk has completed and its own
sub-chunk has persisted, it increments its progress clock. The effect of this chained notification
is that the final memory controller effectively persisted all the entire chunk. That Vorpalchunk+
correctly achieves order enforcement is straight-forward: if two stores’s are clock-ordered, the
first’s chunk will entirely complete across all memory controllers before any progress clock
becomes adjacent to the second’s clock. Similarly, the liveness arguments of Vorpalchunk directly
apply.
2.5 VorpalH: Hierarchy-based vector clock ordering
The prior Vorpal variants capture and enforce the persist-before order with few false
orderings, however, they are unlikely to scale to a many-socket machine. Since the algorithms
require a clock entry per core, the vector clocks can get quite large and, more problematically,
they ignore the organizational structure of the machine (see Figure 2.2). For programs that are
NUMA-aware and avoid cross-socket communication, these earlier Vorpal algorithms can induce
significant cross-socket overheads due to their flat designs.
In this section, we introduce the hierarchical variant of vorpal, VorpalH . VorpalH uses a
two-level clock hierarchy — a global clock across sockets and many socket-specific local clocks.
The dimensions of the global clock grows as a function of the number of sockets, while the clock
dimensions for the socket-specific local clock is a function of the number of cores inside a socket.
Using hierarchy, VorpalH achieves a reduction in the vector clock dimensions, a task necessary
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to scale order construction and enforcement to large-scale systems.
2.5.1 Order Construction
In VorpalH , each store is labeled using a hierarchical vector clock. This more detailed
clock consists of two vector clock times (the global and local clock), along with the store’s
socket of origin. We write the hierarchical clock U originating at socket n as the tuple (Ul,Ug, p).
Hierarchical clocks generate a hierarchical clock order, written ≤H . Given two clocks U =
(Ul,Ug, p) and V = (Vl,Vg,q), the order (≤H) between the clocks can be stated as follows:
(Ul,Ug)≤H (Vl,Vg) ⇐⇒ (Ug <Vg) or (Ul <Vl and Ug =Vg and p = q). VorpalH uses
the per-socket gateways to assign global and local clocks to stores. These gateways monitor
traffic into and out of the socket, and are therefore a useful location for managing the clocks: the
gateway contains a clock register (G) for the global clock and clock registers (L[N]) for all N
cores in the socket.
The overall structure of VorpalH is similar to the non-hierachical variants. VorpalH’s
cores query their respective gateway for the global and local clocks. Upon receiving the clocks,
the cores send the chunks they generate to the controllers along with the respective clock values.
The controllers then complete the chunks respecting the≤H order as specified by the hierarchical
vector order. Figure 2.5 shows the VorpalH algorithm. Like Vorpalchunk, VorpalH groups together
unordered stores into chunks, each of which shares the same clock value. Like previous Vorpal
algorithms, the boundaries between chunks are incurred at memory controller switches, persist
fences, or load-acquire synchronization edges. VorpalH further differentiates between local
chunks whose stores are persisted by a memory controller in the local socket and global chunks
which are persisted by remote memory controllers.
VorpalH uses the hierarchical clocks to issue orderings based on the adjacent chunk type.
When two successive chunks (in persists-before or program order) are local, it uses the local
clock registers (lines 64, 78 and 81) to order them, thereby avoiding publishing the ordering
beyond the socket. In contrast, for any two successive chunks in which one chunk is global, the
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53 // Socketp Gateway: State and Events
54 // (Order Construction)
55 clock register L[N];
56 clock register G;
57 typedef enum type = {LOCAL, GLOBAL}
58 type chunk type = GLOBAL;
59 On: Received a first store event S after load−acq,
60 persistent fence, or controller−switch
61 from local corei
62 if(no remote stores or updates to G since
63 this event fired last)
64 L[i]+i 1;
65 else
66 G+p 1;
67 type new chunk type =
68 (destination socket(S)==p)?LOCAL:GLOBAL;
69 if(chunk type==LOCAL ∧
70 new chunk type==GLOBAL)
71 Notify core to dispatch chunk and
72 mark as last local chunk
73 else
74 Notify core to dispatch chunk
75 chunk type=new chunk type
76
77 On: Received a store−rel S from local corei
78 V Sl = (L[i],G, p);
79 On: Received a load−acq A from local corei
80 that synchronizes−with local store−rel S
81 L[i] = L[i]⊕V Sl ;
82 On: Received a load acq A from local corei
83 that synchronizes−with remote store−rel S
84 G = G⊕V Sg ;
85 On: Received a clock request from local corei
86 to be assigned to a chunk
87 Reply with clock (L[i],G, p);
88
89 // Core state and Events (Order Construction)
90 Integer ChunkCount;
91 Set<Store> Chunk;
92 On: Any load−acquire, store−rel, persistent fence
93 or when a persistent store switches controller
94 or on a first store after load acquire
95 Forward the event to the gateway
96 On: Received gateway notification to
97 dispatch chunk (bool mark)
98 (Vl ,Vg) = RequestClocksFromGateway();
99 if(mark){mark as last local(Chunk);}
100 DispatchChunk();
101 On: Issue persistent store S
102 Add S to Chunk;
103 ChunkCount++;
104 On: Periodically
105 Issue persist fence;
106
107 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
108 clock register Pg;
109 clock register Pl ;
110 On: Periodically complete chunks
111 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pending∧Chunk /∈ Persisted
112 ∧are adjacent(VChunkl ,Pl)
113 ∧are adjacent(VChunkg ,Pg) ){
114 Persisted = Persisted∪Chunk;
115 Pl = Pl⊕VChunkl ;
116 if(is last local(Chunk)) {
117 Persisted = Persisted∪Chunk;
118 Pg = Pg⊕VChunkg ;
119 }
120 }
121 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pending∧Chunk /∈ Persisted
122 ∧are adjacent(VChunkg ,Pg)){
123 Persisted = Persisted∪Chunk;
124 Pg = Pg⊕VChunkg ;
125 }
126 On: Received broadcast clock Bl
127 Pl = Pl⊕Bl ;
128 On: Received broadcast clock Bg
129 Pg = Pg⊕Bg;
130 On: Periodically
131 Broadcast both Pl and Pg;
Figure 2.5. VorpalH : The pseudo-code for VorpalH , a vector-clock hierarchy-based Vorpal
algorithm designed for large multi-socket systems. Actions of the cores, gateways and the
memory controllers are shown.
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algorithm uses the global clock to order them (lines 64, 78 and 84).
Note the remote socket’s gateway participates in VorpalH on behalf of the cores of that
socket — cores must query the gateway for their clocks. The constructed order as captured in
the local and global clock registers is used to make the local and global clock assignments to the
chunks at the cores (line 87 and line 100).
By reasoning about local and global chunks, we can demonstrate that VorpalH’s order
construction is correct. Consider any two stores that are adjacent in persist-before. Their ordering
is induced by either a persist fence or synchronization persist-before edge. Their corresponding
chunks are also either local or global. If both are local, the ordering instruction (the persist fence
or load acquire) will result in ordering by the local vector clocks in the gateway (line 64) before
the second store. If one or both are global, the intervening ordering instruction will result in
ordering by the global vector clock (line 66) before the second store. In either case, the stores
are ordered by the clock order ≤H .
2.5.2 Order Enforcement
Order enforcement in VorpalH takes advantage of the fact that its clock-order is nested,
that is, two or more local chunks may carry the same global clock but are ordered by their local
clock.
For enforcement, VorpalH maintains two progress registers at the controllers, one for the
local clock (Pl) and another for global clocks (Pg). The controllers complete the global chunks
in global clock order (line 122) and the local chunks nested within the global chunk also in
their respective local clock order (line 113), updating the global and local progress registers
respectively. When persisting local chunks, we delay updating the global chunk until all nested
local chunks that share a global clock value are persisted. We accomplish this tracking using a
single bit to mark the final local chunk before a global one (lines 72, 99, and 116).
Reasoning about global and local chunks also demonstrates that VorpalH’s order enforce-
ment is correct. Trivially, global chunks (and their stores) are correctly persisted with respect
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Figure 2.6. Detailed machine model: Representation on a tiled multi-core, muti-socket system.
to other global chunks. Similarly, local chunks (and their stores) are persisted in a consistent
order with respect to other local chunks. Furthermore, local chunks are ordered with respect
to subsequent global chunks through the marking mechanism, and are ordered with respect to
earlier global chunks by the adjacency check on the global progress register.
Like all other Vorpal algorithms, VorpalH is live. The proof of Vorpalchunk’s liveness
applies verbatim here, as we preserve the property that every clock increment corresponds to a
distinct chunk.
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2.6 Results
We first discuss the simulation infrastructure followed by the evaluation of Vorpal both
with respect to performance and other benefits.
2.6.1 Methodology
We use MARSSx86 [86] simulator to model the effect of out of order (OOO) CPU. We
use applications from Whisper suite for our evaluation [80], which are compiled and run on
the simulator. With these workloads, the CPU generates persistent store traffic, and a set of
memory controllers consume the generated store traffic. To model a non-volatile memory with
slower write speed, we set the NVM write latency to 600 cycles (given the 2-4x slowdown
expected relative to DRAM [25, 80]). We adapt the simulator to model a non-distributed ordering
implementation wherein CPU coordinates the persistent ordering via synchronous messages
with the memory controllers (similar to that described in [60]). We call this implemetation of
ordering CPU-Sync. We also adapt the simulator to model our proposed Vorpal based distributed
implementation for persistent ordering. We follow the ARP model for persistent semantics [61].
The sfences in the workloads are used to demarcate epoch boundaries. For the non-distributed
implementation, controllers complete an epoch at a time and then send an acknowledgement(s).
To evaluate the effect of controllers we vary the number of memory controllers as well as
the number of sockets. We assume a 200 ns delay per inter-socket hop and topology with
a single socket connected to at most two other sockets. We assume a 4 KB page size and
spread consecutive physical pages across the memory controllers in a round robin fashion. We
corroborated the thread interleaving in our model with the model in [87].
Figure 2.6 shows the representation of the modeled system. In the system model,
persistent-dirty queues (p-dirty queues, in short) are used to store the pending dirty stores. Each
p-dirty entry is also tagged with a VC. A CPU or a MC, besides maintaining a VC, also keeps a
VC (called VCC) that represents the latest (as is knows best) VCs of the rest of the CPUs and
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MCs in the system. The era bit inside each cache line is used to perform safe rollover of unique
VC numbers. Using the bit, caches/directories can be queried to find out if any predecessor VC
still exists in any of the p-dirty queue for a given persistent memory address.
2.6.2 Benefits of Vorpal
Figure 2.7 shows the results for CPU-Sync ordering solution versus Vorpalchunk by
varying the number of controllers. The comparison is made relative to ideal. Ideal witnesses no
persistence induced CPU stalls, i.e. the persistent stores are assumed to complete instantaneously.
Vorpal’s performance, as can be seen, approaches ideal with increasing controller count, by being
able to exploit the parallelism offered by multiple memory controllers and deferred completion
enabled by vector clocks. Most workloads benefit significantly from the proposed scheme (except
for echo due to its very high store intensity). The results demonstrate the ability of Vorpal to
provide significant performance and scalability benefits.
In Figure 2.8 we show the results of VorpalH for a multi-socket setting with additional
hop latencies. Large slowdowns are witnessed in a multi-socket setting for CPU-Sync ordering.
VorpalH due to its latency tolerance provides significant benefits in this setting. Compared to the
slowdowns on a single socket system (Figure 2.7), the slowdowns witnessed are much higher.
Many of the applications witness a slowdown more than 2X. CPU-Sync ordering is sensitive to
the network topology, affecting some stores to remote memories more than others. We expect
to see higher benefits from more relaxed models [61]. VorpalH benefits occur in spite of the
additional overheads of obtaining the global clocks which we account for in this experiment.
Overall, the average speed-up obtained with all the improvements is 1.48X.
Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 shows supporting data on why delta and sparse encoded VCs
will likely provide benefits. As can be seen in the figures, most of the time the delta values
witnessed are less than 8 and for those above 8 most of lie fall under 16. A large fraction of the
VC slots are just zeros. Influenced by this VC communication optimization opportunities, we
adopt a sparse and delta encoding of VCs.
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Figure 2.11. This figure shows the benefits in terms of broadcasts saved by VorpalH .
In Figure 2.11 we highlight the the extent of broadcasts saved by VorpalH . One of the
benefits of the hierarchical ordering in VorpalH is with regard to the broadcasts. Vorpal0 induces
large number of broadcasts and some of these are eliminated in case of VorpalH . As can be
seen, each of the workloads benefit from this ability of VorpalH . The savings in the broadcasts is
derived when the dependents of the store as per the VC order are destined inside the same socket.
2.7 Related Work
2.7.1 Memory Persistency
With the coming arrival of persistent memory devices, the research community has
undertaken a significant effort in preparing various components of the system stack for their
arrival. Vorpal sits alongside a number of architectural solutions for enforcing the persists-before
order.
Most existing systems enforce persist orderings synchronous core-to-core or core-to-MC
communication relying on unscalable and non-distributed algorithms [94, 5, 22, 87, 53, 60, 62,
61, 100, 80]. Neither scales to tens of MCs. Since ordering is enforced with some form of
enqueue and acknowledgement messages between the CPU and memory controllers or CPUs,
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these queue management operations introduce slow serializing communication. This design
makes these solutions rather unworkable in modern multi-socket systems. Our proposed design
specifically deals with this key challenge of scaling with multiple MCs through a scalable
distributed algorithm.
Alongside the architectural community, the theory community has explored what per-
sistent memory means at the language level, investigating novel persistency models [88] for
specifying the persists-before order, e.g. [50, 89]. Work has also been done exploring both
computational models [12] and model checking [45]. Other work has explored systems software
level infrastructure, such as transactional memory-type abstractions [113, 20, 14, 49, 7, 73], file
systems [121, 122], and data structures [82, 29, 6, 76, 112, 21].
2.7.2 Architecture Support
In this section, we describe existing architectural solutions to persistent write ordering
in more details. We discuss their limitations in scaling persistence related communication and
weaknesses in their ordering representations.
Existing ISA support from Intel provides explicit flush instructions [94] that forces cache
lines to be synchronously sent to the memory controllers. By being stateless, this scheme entails
low on-chip metadata. However, synchronous flushes makes this scheme perform very slow. It
also requires software to name all affected cache lines before the fence hence complicating the
programming model. Typically, memory models does not require explicit naming of cache lines.
Kolli et al. [60] proposed a mechanism to track persistent updates and perform enforce-
ment without interfering with cache management and volatile execution. This means cache
flushes need not be done synchronously (as prescribed by current ISA based solutions). Absent
cache flushes, their design provides some performance benefits. Ordering constrains is derived
based on the encountered programmer written fences (no cache line naming needed). The design
however introduces non-significant on-chip metadata for each persistent cache line. A recent
design [80], has proposed improvements to [60] which includes reduction in the metadata needs.
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While the designs do address the issue of synchronous cache flushes [60, 80], they fail
to contemplate the scalability issues in the presence of multiple memory controllers. Since
ordering is enforced with some form of enqueue and acknowledgement messages between the
CPU and memory controllers, these queue management operations introduces slow serializing
communication between CPUs and MCs. This makes their solution rather unworkable in modern
multi-socket systems. Our proposed design specifically deals with this key challenge of scaling
with multiple MCs through a scalable distributed algorithm.
Condit et al. [22] have explored the possibility of using caches to buffer persistent updates
and employing cache hierarchy for order enforcement. Their design associates each cache line
with an epoch number and can support multiple inflight epochs. Here, an epoch is a group
of unordered stores. By virtue of tightly coupling persistent order with cache lines and order
enforcement with cache evictions, this design complicates cache replacement policies. Given the
cache line and epoch association, there could be only one persistent cache line in flight at any
given time for an address. Joshi et al. [53] proposed extensions to such a cache-based design,
which includes inter-core dependency tables and eager eviction.
Fundamentally, while these designs manage to leverage cache based buffering of up-
dates [22, 53], their ordering representation still have some key weaknesses. Firstly, their
representation tend to create high on-chip metadata. Meta-data sizes being a function of the
inflight epochs, total number of cache lines in the system and lifetime of updated dirty lines
inside the caches. Further additional tables for inter-core dependency tracking increases costs,
and cause stalls when tables are full. Our proposed ordering representation, on the other hand, is
succinct in capturing both intra core program order and any synchronization induced inter-core
dependency. This greatly simplifies implementation and makes the design amenable to further
optimizations.
A recent work [100] has proposed hiding persist barriers related stalls through speculation.
While using existing processor mechanisms is helpful, the extent of hiding is limited by the
number of available per-core checkpoint structures.
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2.7.3 Vector Clocks
Vector clocks were introduced independently in 1988 by Mattern [79] and Fidge [28]
as a method of ordering events in a distributed setting. In this manner, the clocks improved on
the original scalar clocks of Lamport [66], which could not represent the happens-before partial
order of distributed events. Other methods of tracking logical time, including matrix time, have
been proposed, for a summary of methods see [104]. The size of vector clocks has repeatedly
been a concern, resulting in various methods of shrinking them (e.g. when FIFO channels are
available [105]). Vector clocks have been used widely across computer science, showing up in
transactional memory [93], databases [41], and checkpointing [120].
2.7.4 Time-based Memory Models
Lastly, although not directly related, it is worth mentioning about the use of logical
time in memory system design. Recently, logical time has been shown to be useful in scaling
coherence in both multi-core and GPU systems [72, 98, 103]. This paper, on the other hand,
demonstrates a different use of time domain, specifically to support a scalable store-to-store
ordering in the context of persistence.
Use of time dimension in memory system design has been explored in numerous ways [11,
31, 67, 92, 10, 116, 78, 77, 107, 1, 2, 72, 98, 103, 24]. The past work mostly focuses on scalable
synchronization and/or coherence for large-scale multi-processors. They utilized time in different
ways including interconnects that provide some guarantees on time [92, 11, 116]. Simplifying
non-bus interconnects using the time dimension has been another line of work [1, 2, 78]: the
main target was simplifying coherence on a range of interconnects. Given the distributed nature
of constructing ordering and enforcing it we believe a distributed solution is warranted. The
novelty in our work is on coming up with the right distribution of labor between the CPUs and
MCs.
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2.8 Conclusion
This paper brings the problem of ensuring the ordering of stores on large-scale persistent
memory systems. Current solutions do not scale with increasing core and memory controller
count. In order to fully exploit the benefits of emerging non-volatile memory technologies,
we propose a distributed solution to the problem of persistent ordering inspired by vector
clocks. Proposed algorithms provide scalability and performance (average speedup of 48%)
while overcoming the limitations of applying vector clocks in this setting. We plan to explore
even better algorithms and reflect on how the proposed implementations may impact persistent
memory semantics as part of future work.
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Chapter 3
Scalibility in Caching
Scaling by combining caching policies with queuing theory
Despite advances in CPU architecture and DRAM memory technology, the memory
wall continues to remain a bottleneck to application performance. The ever growing working
set of applications exacerbates this problem even further. Increasing the capacity of the Last
Level Cache (LLC) can help scale the memory wall. However, traditional SRAM based LLCs
have limited density and high leakage power. Hence increasing the capacity of such LLCs is
prohibitive in area, cost and power.
Emerging Non-volatile memories (NVM) based on technologies like Spintronics (e.g.
Spin-Transfer-Torque (STT) RAM) and Resistive RAM offer energy efficiency improvement for
normally-off computing [59, 32]. These memories also offer higher density and lower leakage
power over SRAMs [119, 57], and hence are an attractive alternative to build large LLCs [115,
17, 3]. However, these technologies often suffer from long write latency that can degrade
performance by causing write induced interference to subsequent critical reads. Additionally,
the long latency of writes puts pressure on the request queues and the resultant congestion at
the LLC can stall the core. As a result, LLCs based on NVM technologies underperform when
compared to traditional SRAM LLCs for high performance applications.
Many techniques in devices, circuits and architecture have been proposed in both industry
and academia to mitigate the performance impact of write latency as well as reduce write energy
[115, 17, 3, 75, 58, 97, 83, 84, 126]. For instance, spin-hall-effect memory is another spintronic
memory candidate that can reduce the write latency but at the cost of lower density [75, 58].
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While technologists have been exploring material and device options to reduce the performance
gap between emerging memories and SRAMs, circuit and architectural techniques have also
been investigated. The write latency can be reduced by upsizing the write access transistors or
using differential bits [97, 83] at the circuit level. However, these will result in higher overall
power and lower density [57, 97, 19], thereby negating the density advantage offered by the
emerging NVM technologies.
Another approach to reduce write latency is by relaxing NVM retention to enable low-
energy and fast write but degrading reliability [55, 84, 106]. From industrial perspective, high
performance on-chip NVM LLCs need to meet the stringent reliability requirement for high
volume manufacturing (e.g. error rate less than 10−9 at temperature of 85C and above [18]).
For example, to ensure correct write in some emerging memory circuit prototypes [84], write-
verify operation is required which results in higher effective write latency. Lastly, some recent
architectural techniques [115, 17, 3] propose intelligent ways to reduce the number of writes
happening in NVM LLC. Our results and analysis show that even after applying these techniques
there remains significant performance gap from an NVM LLC solution that can fully mitigate
write latency impact while maintaining high density.
To summarize, multiple device and circuit techniques have been proposed to reduce
NVM write latency, however these techniques either reduce LLC density or make NVM LLCs
unreliable for industry adoption. Therefore, we need low cost architecture techniques to overcome
the expensive writes without sacrificing the high density advantages the NVM technology offers.
In this paper we propose new architecture for NVM LLCs that dynamically observes the write
congestion at the LLC and mitigates the performance impact of long latency writes. Specifically
we make the following contributions:
• We make the key observation that for NVM LLCs it is possible to trade-off some drop in
LLC hit rate in order to aggressively bypass writes and still gain overall performance. To
accomplish this, we propose write congestion aware bypass (WCAB) that uses a dynamic
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learning mechanism in order to achieve an optimal bypass fraction in a given phase of
execution, that would best balance the conflicting goals of relieving LLC congestion
(through aggressive write bypass) and maintaining high LLC hit rates. We should note
that WCAB is very different from traditional LLC bypass schemes where the motivation
for bypass is to improve LLC hit rate by bypassing writes that have low priority of future
reuse. WCAB, on the other hand, may end up reducing LLC hit rates while still delivering
overall higher performance.
• We also observed that a lot redundant writes add to the LLC write traffic. We hence
propose Virtual Hybrid Cache (VHC) that uses a portion of the L2 SRAM and the NVM
LLC to preserve cache lines that frequently make trips between the L2 and the LLC. By
intelligent placement and replacement management of cache lines, VHC eliminates a
signifant fraction of writes.
• We perform detailed simulations and evaluate our policies on different LLC architectures
(inclusive and exclusive) and evaluate the sensitivity of our proposals to varying NVM
write latency and capacity. We show that, our policies gain significant performance at all
configurations, while improving overall memory subsystem energy of the baseline system.
• Finally, we perform a thorough analysis of the tradeoff between the NVM write latency
and density and show that a combination of circuit techniques to reduce write latency
coupled with our architecture provides the best trade-off between density and latency for
an NVM LLC design. By mitigating the long write latency, our proposals help the NVM
LLC outperform a similar area SRAM LLC by nearly 18%, thereby enabling large NVM
LLCs in the future that can deliver an SRAM like performance but at a significantly lower
area cost.
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3.1 Background
In this section, we first overview the characteristics of a representative NVM technology
namely the Spin Torque Transfer RAM or STTRAM. We will then show that although STTRAM
LLC can potentially provide significant capacity benefits owing to its high density, the interfer-
ence caused by high latency writes makes it perform poorly compared to existing SRAM LLCs.
This motivates the need for architectural techniques to mitigate the write latency in STTRAM
LLC.
3.1.1 STTRAM based Last Level Cache
STTRAM offers density advantages over conventional SRAM as well as fast read and
write time compared to other NVM technologies [119]. STTRAM utilizes a magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ) [57, 123], which is composed of a thin insulator layer sandwiched between a fixed
ferromagnetic layer (polarization reference layer) and a free layer, to store the spin orientations as
memory states (logic 0 or 1). The control of the MTJ states is through an access transistor, where
the current flow through the MTJ can generate a spin torque based on the current direction and
switch the magnetization direction in the free layer. The parallel and antiparallel magnetization
states of the free layer (with respective to the reference layer) result in low resistance and high
resistance states of the MTJ.
The main challenge for STTRAM based near logic memory application (e.g. LLCs) is its
high write latency and high write energy compared with SRAM. This is due to the high thermal
stability factor in STTRAM design, which is required not only for reliable operation but also
for longer retention time to avoid refresh overhead. A typical thermal stability value of 60kT
(k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature) or up is desired [18]. In addition, for high
yield requirement, a minimum design margin up to 6-sigma is required (failure probability of
10−9 ) [18]. The write time of STTRAM bitcell increases with the thermal stability and 6-sigma
design corner requires 2×-3× higher write time compared to low margin mean value corner [18].
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Figure 3.1. Performance benefit of higher capacity LLC
At 6-sigma design corner and 60kT thermal stability, a bitcell write time of more than 50ns is
required [18]. Furthermore, retention time for a given thermal stability value degrades with
temperature. At a realistic operation temperature of 85C or above, higher thermal stability (60kT
or higher) is needed to maintain non-volatility. Therefore, long write latency of 10 to 50 ns is
required for STTRAM to meet the high reliability LLC design requirement for industry adoption.
Although the write latency issue has been addressed in prior works, such as reducing the
write pulse time [126], tailoring the access transistor sizes [75, 58] and relaxing the non-volatility
with refreshing techniques [106], these techniques come at the cost of higher error rates and
implementation overheads, and become even more challenging with advanced logic node scaling
and increase in process variation [57, 97, 19, 18]. In this work, we focus on the architectural
solutions which can meet industrial design requirements, and explore the design space of density
and write latency trade-offs for STTRAM LLCs. We assume a write error rate (WER) less than
10−9 with SRAM-like ECC overhead and a thermal stability of 60kT.
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3.1.2 Write Latency versus Cache Capacity
Figure 3.1 shows the performance gains when the capacity of an SRAM LLC is increased
from 4 MB to 16 MB, while the latency is kept constant, for a 4 core system 1 . On an average
(geometric mean of all the 64 benchmarks described in the results section), 2× (8 MB) and
4× (16 MB) capacity increase brings 15% and 23% performance improvement over the 4MB
baseline. These results clearly show significant performance potential of increasing the LLC
capacity, which can be achieved by building the LLC using high density STTRAM technology.
Figure 3.2 shows the performance impact of increasing the write latency for an 8 MB
STTRAM-LLC, compared to a 4 MB SRAM baseline. For this result we assume that STTRAM
is 2× denser than SRAM and hence the 8 MB STTRAM LLC has the same area as the 4 MB
SRAM LLC. We increase the write latency from 0 ns to 20 ns. As is evident from Figure 3.2,
as the write latency of STTRAM increases, performance drops rapidly as long latency writes
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interfere with reads. A hypothetical SRAM-like write latency STTRAM LLC (+0 ns) would
gain 15% over the 4 MB SRAM baseline, which drops to 13% and 5% as the write latency is
increased to 5 ns and 10 ns respectively. But when the write latency is further increased to 20 ns,
all the capacity benefits are lost, and overall the performance drops by 15% when compared to
the 4 MB SRAM baseline. As discussed earlier, lowering the write latency reduces the density
advantages of STTRAM, and is not desirable.
In this paper, we hence explore architecture techniques to mitigate the long write latency
and build an STTRAM LLC that can deliver SRAM like performance. We will discuss the
existing solutions that have been proposed for STTRAM based LLC in the related works section.
In the subsequent section, we will describe our proposed architecture in detail.
3.1.3 Sources of Writes in Last Level Cache
LLC architecture can be Exclusive, Inclusive, or Non-Inclusive [102]. Inclusive LLC
duplicates every line in the inner level caches in the LLC. This helps simplify coherence flows,
although it reduces capacity. However, as the L2 size continues to grow, LLCs are also being
designed as exclusive [4, 34, 17], primarily because of the capacity benefits due to not replicating
cache lines between the L2 and the LLC. Sometimes strict exclusion may not be possible for
design simplicity, and such architectures are called as non-inclusive [17].
Different inclusion properties lead to different sources of write traffic at the LLC. Writes
to an inclusive LLC originate from fills coming from the memory due to LLC read misses and
dirty victims from L2. In exclusive LLC, both clean and dirty L2 victims are written to the LLC,
while memory fills only happen to the L2. Write traffic in the exclusive LLC can be substantially
higher as cache lines are deallocated from LLC on hits and are always written back when evicted
from L2, irrespective of dirty or clean. On the other hand, in an inclusive LLC, clean L2 victims
are dropped, as a copy of these cache lines is already present in the LLC. As a result of the higher
write volume, designing an exclusive STTRAM LLC is more challenging, though exclusion
brings in higher effective cache capacity. In this paper we will evaluate our proposal on both
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inclusive and exclusive LLC architectures.
3.2 Proposed Last Level Cache Architecture
Our proposal is composed of two main components - Write Congestion Aware Bypass
and Virtual Hybrid Cache, which are explained in the subsequent sections.
3.2.1 Write Congestion Aware Bypass
One of the ways to reduce LLC congestion is to bypass some of the writes at the LLC.
Many bypassing schemes have been proposed in the context of SRAM LLC [34, 56]. Traditional
LLC bypass schemes employ a dead block predictor to classify lines which are less likely to be
accessed again and therefore are not filled in the LLC. Bypassing such dead lines retains more
live (more likely to be accessed again) cache lines in the LLC and therefore improves hit rate.
In the case of NVM LLC, bypassing not only improves hit rate but also reduces write
congestion, thereby having a greater impact on performance. Bypass policies proposed in [115,
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3] adapt SRAM bypass schemes to NVM LLC and demonstrate superior performance. Un-
fortunately since these bypass schemes are inherently designed for improving hit rates, the
amount of bypass accomplished by them is fairly limited. Moreover, as the LLC capacity grows,
the fraction of writes that will not be reused drops as larger capacity, enabled by high NVM
density, allows more cache lines with large reuse distances to be retained. As a result, more
aggressive bypass policies are needed to relieve the LLC congestion because of long latency
writes. Unfortunately just increasing the aggressiveness of bypass can significantly affect LLC
hit rates, thereby negating the capacity benefits offered by the NVM LLC.
We hence need to strike a balance between the conflicting goals of bypassing writes
to relieve LLC congestion and the need to minimize the hit rate loss in the LLC because of
bypass. To understand this trade-off better we first try to analyze our workloads and develop
an understanding of the parameters that effect this trade-off. Based on this learning, we will
then propose a novel algorithm that we call as the Write Congestion Aware Bypass (WCAB)
(described later).
3.2.1.1 Write Congestion versus Hit Rate
For NVM LLC, the bandwidth delivered by the LLC depends on the write latency
as long write latency blocks an LLC bank from accepting future requests, while the write is
being performed to the bank. Reducing the latency of the writes or the fraction of writes will
improve the NVM LLC bandwidth, thereby reducing queuing latency at the LLC and improving
performance. As write latency is fixed for a given configuration, we need to reduce the fraction
of writes by write bypassing. Unfortunately write bypass will result in increased misses to
memory, thereby impacting performance. The cost of bypass is dictated by the latency of the
main memory and the fraction of write bypasses that will result in future memory reads (liveness
of the application). Slow memories can increase the cost of a wrong bypass. Likewise application
phases with high liveness will suffer more from wrong bypass.
Figure 3.4 shows the performance (left Y axis) and hit rate loss (right Y axis) for
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two representative benchmarks bzip2.combined and gcc.g23, as the bypass aggressiveness is
increased for an SRAM LLC. Figure 3.5 shows the same graph when applied to an STTRAM
LLC. In case of SRAM we clearly see that as the bypass aggressiveness is increased, the hit rate
drops and overall performance degrades. This is expected because SRAM does not have any
congestion and hence bypassing is detrimental to hit rate and consequently to performance. For
STTRAM in bzip.combined we see that, like in the case of SRAM, the hit rate continues to drop
as the bypass fraction is increased. Interestingly, despite of the hit rate loss, the performance
initially increases as the bypass helps relieve LLC congestion. However beyond a point, the loss
in hit rate outweighs the improvement in queuing latency and the performance eventually drops.
Similar behavior is seen for the gcc.g23 workload. This clearly matches our intuition that a we
need to derive an optimal bypass that balances the conflicting goal of capacity management and
reducing LLC congestion.
To summarize, our goal is to find an optimal bypass that reduces the LLC queuing latency
while minimizing the cost of bypass. Combining all the learning above, we can recapitulate
that the optimal bypass depends on request bandwidth demand, fraction of writes, write latency
of STTRAM, main memory latency and the liveness of the application. Of these, the latencies
at the LLC and the memory are fixed for a given system design, whereas the liveness, write
fraction and request bandwidth need to be learnt dynamically, for a given phase of execution of
an application. We now describe our proposal, write congestion aware bypass (WCAB), that
learns these parameters through a simple lightweight learning mechanism, and then uses it to
modulate the fraction of bypass.
3.2.1.2 Write Congestion Aware Bypass Algorithm
Our LLC controller models a Request Queue, which stores LLC requests as they arrive.
Requests are taken out of the request queue in order and sent to the LLC. Misses and victims
may need subsequent passes through the request queue.
(A) Learning LLC congestion.
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If the request bandwidth de- mand is higher than the bandwidth supplied, the request
queues will have a high occupancy. Hence the occupancy of the request queue can be used as
an indication for LLC congestion. We should note that the request queues can also have high
occupancy because of a large number of pending memory requests. To differentiate from this
scenario, we also look at the number of writes pending in the request queue. If the occupancy of
the request queue is high and the fraction of writes is above a threshold (write th), we infer it to
be a scenario for LLC congestion. We keep a running counter that counts the average number
of writes as well as the average occupancy seen in previous K windows (int write occ). Based
on the values of these counters we decide the amount of bypass that needs to be done in the
current window. Windows of high write congestion will have more bypasses, and those of low
congestion will have fewer WCAB induced bypasses. A running average also makes sure that
small spikes in bandwidth demand are not treated as phases of LLC congestion and unnecessary
bypass is prevented. We found K = 5 and interval window length of 100K cycles, to be the best
suited for our work.
(B) Learning the Cost of Bypass.
Write bypass will reduce hit rates and increase traffic at the memory. To estimate the
cost of bypass, WCAB learns the reuse probability (liveness) of a given write that needs to be
allocated at the LLC. We allocate small number (32) of observer sets in the L2 and the LLC,
similar to [34, 56] for learning. A table indexed by hashed L2 access PCs (Instruction address
that last accessed the cache line in the L2) is maintained at the L2. The table has four 10b signed,
saturating counters corresponding to the liveness buckets 0-20%, 21-50%, 51-70% and 71-100%
(we experimented with more buckets, but did not see much sensitivity). We define liveness as the
fraction of writes corresponding to an access PC that are recalled from the LLC. So for instance,
20% liveness would mean that out of every 100 evictions from an access PC in the observer
sets that were filled to the LLC, 20 were hit by subsequent reads. The observer sets are chosen
similar to [34, 56].
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Whenever a cacheline is evicted from the L2 observer set we decrement the liveness
counters corresponding to its access PC. Note similar to the sampler of [56], we maintain partial-
PC tags for lines in observer sets. If the line is recalled from the LLC in the future (LLC hit), we
increment the liveness counters of the access PC. For example, for the 21-50% liveness counter,
on eviction we decrement by 2 and on a recall we increment the counter by 10 (corresponding to
20%). If this counter is positive, it will mean that the liveness was at least 20%.
Whenever a cacheline is filled in the non-observer sets of the L2, we check the live
counters corresponding to the eviction and assign it a 2 bit live score. This live score is stored for
each L2 cacheline. The live score is basically the highest liveness bucket that was positive for its
access PC. For instance if both 71-100% and 51-70% liveness counters are positive, it is assigned
the 71-100% live score. Since we are only tracking four buckets, we need just 2 bits. On eviction,
the live score is sent along with the write to the LLC and is stored in the LLC request queue.
We should note that the default live score for all writes (when none of the counters are positive)
corresponds to the 0-20% liveness bucket.
(C) Write Bypass.
WCAB checks the LLC congestion counters and based on the congestion decides a
target live score (byp score th). Writes that have a live score below the target live score are
bypassed. The bypasses are done as long as the occupancy of the request queues do not drop
below a threshold, that is, bypasses are done as long as there is write congestion. If the amount
of congestion is high, WCAB has a higher target live score. If the congestion is low, we do
conservative bypassing by reducing the target live score. WCAB always ranks pending writes in
order of their live scores. Writes with low live scores are bypassed before writes with high live
scores. This helps retain writes that had higher likelihood of producing hits in the future, thereby
minimizing the hit rate loss because of bypassing potentially live writes. Figure 3.6 depicts the
WCAB algorithm in more detail.
(D) Tuning the Thresholds.
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The amount of bypass and hence the corresponding thresholds depend on the write
latency of the LLC and the latency of the main memory. Therefore the thresholds need to be
tuned for a given system. We ran various simulations for our target system to identify the best
average thresholds. Figure 3.6 also shows (in the table on top right) the tuned parameters for our
target system.
3.2.2 Virtual Hybrid Cache
In inclusive LLCs, many cache lines are repeatedly recalled from the LLC, modified in
the L2, and written back to the LLC. We call such cache lines that frequently move between the
LLC and the L2 as frequent dirty fills. In exclusive LLC, a read hit deallocates the cache line and
moves it to the L2. On an L2 eviction, this line has to be written back to the LLC, irrespective of
whether it was clean or dirty. A subsequent hit will move this line back to the L2. Therefore
exclusive caches also tend to have significant amount of frequent clean fills. Figure 3.7 shows
the average (arithmetic mean) percentage of such clean and dirty frequent fills for an exclusive
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LLC. We see that such fills contribute to a significant portion of the overall writes and can be as
high as 50% of the total writes at the LLC.
To reduce frequent fills at the NVM LLC, we propose a solution that we call as the Virtual
Hybrid Cache (VHC). Unlike true hybrid caches proposed in [115] that use a dedicated SRAM
cache for such frequent fills, the VHC simply borrows some capacity from the L2 and the LLC.
To reduce writebacks because of dirty L2 evictions, VHC retains cachelines, that create frequent
dirty fills, in the L2 so that multiple L1 writebacks may merge in the L2. For exclusive caches,
VHC duplicates some lines in the LLC for reducing frequent clean fills. A recent proposal called
LAP [17], attempts to tackle the clean eviction problem with exclusive caches using a similar
approach. However, unlike LAP, VHC minimizes the LLC capacity loss because of duplication,
through smart optimizations in the LLC. We next describe these two components of VHC in
more detail.
3.2.2.1 Write Merges in L2
To reduce frequent dirty trips in the LLC, the cache lines classified as getting frequently
dirty are given preference to stay in the L2. To classify frequent dirty lines we used the predictor
proposed in [115]. By keeping the frequent dirty lines in L2 for longer, many writes merge in
the L2 without the need of making fills in the LLC. To implement this technique, we keep a
count of how many frequent dirty lines are in each L2 set. If this count is lower than W ways,
then the frequent dirty lines do not participate in victim selection. Otherwise, if the count is
equal or higher than W, then all the lines, including frequent dirty lines, participate in victim
selection. For our workloads and configurations, W of 2 performs the best. This means we end
up dedicating up to 2 ways for frequent dirty lines. Note that this trades off some L2 hit rate as
some ways are dedicated to frequent dirty lines and therefore clean lines are evicted to the LLC
more often.
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3.2.2.2 Relaxed Exclusivity
As described earlier in the background section, in exclusive LLCs even the clean victims
from L2 are filled in the LLC, creating write congestion problem due to frequent clean fills in
NVM LLC. One solution, as proposed in LAP [17], is to not deallocate lines from the LLC on a
read hit thereby duplicating some lines between the L2 and the LLC. This will eliminate all the
clean fills after their first trip. However, the disadvantage of such a scheme is the LLC capacity
loss due to duplication. To minimize the hit rate loss from duplication, we propose the following
optimizations.
• We retain the duplicated lines in the LLC closer to the LRU position so that the replacement
policy in the LLC does not degrade. If a line moves from the LLC to L2 and is retained in
the L2 for a long time, it will reduce effective capacity because of duplication for a long
time. To prevent such lines from being duplicated in the LLC, we do not update the LRU
on duplication. The LAP policy of [17] on the other hand, moves duplicated lines to the
most recently used (MRU) position to reduce clean fills. As a result our policy reduces
clean fills by a lesser amount as compared to LAP, but has a lower hit rate impact on the
LLC.
• If a cache line is hit by a store request in the LLC, then there is no value in duplicating the
line as it would be made dirty in the L2 and the LLC copy will be stale. Hence such lines
are not duplicated in the LLC. However, there are many cases when a read request brings
the line into the L2, and a subsequent store makes this line dirty in the L1. In such cases,
as soon as the line get dirty in L1, we send a hint with the coherence packet to de-allocate
its copy in the LLC, thereby reducing an unnecessary duplication.
Coherence in VHC is handled similar to the exclusive LLC. Exclusive LLCs typically
keep a snoop filter, which stores owner core for all the cachelines filled in core caches. For a
duplicated line between the L2 and the LLC, the corresponding L2 is stored as owner in the
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snoop filter. The LLC copy is not regarded as latest.
3.2.3 Area Overheads
For WCAB, 2 bit live score is stored for each L2 cacheline and assigned for every write
to LLC. For 256KB L2 and 64 entry LLC queue, additional storage of around 1 KB per core is
required. We use 256 entries in the hashed table (10 bits per PC) and 4 10 b counters. That needs
an area of 1.5 KB. Duplication of lines in the L2 or L3 would need a bit to store the duplication
in the L2. This needs 0.5 KB of L2 area. For observer sets (32), partial-PC tags account for
another 0.5KB area. Overall our architecture adds an additional 3.5 KB of area per core. As
compared to the 8 MB LLC and 256 KB L2, this constitutes less than 0.1% of the total cache
area.
3.3 Results
We first discuss the evaluation methodology followed by the results.
3.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
For our simulations, we model four dynamically scheduled x86 cores with an in-house
modified version of the Multi2Sim simulator [111]. Each core is four-wide with 224 ROB entries
and clocked at 4 GHz. The core microarchitecture parameters are taken from the Intel Skylake
processor [23]. Each core has 32 KB, 8-way L1 instruction and data caches with latency of three
cycles and a private 256 KB 8-way L2 cache with a round-trip latency of eleven cycles. In our
SRAM baseline configuration, all the cores share a 4 MB, 4 banks, 16-way LLC with round-trip
latency of twenty cycles. For STTRAM configurations, we increase LLC capacity to 8 MB (with
8 banks) and add an additional 20ns of write latency. We shall also sweep this write latency and
study the sensitivity of write latency to our policies.
Each core is equipped with an aggressive multi-stream stride prefetcher that prefetches
into the L2 and LLC caches. The main memory DRAM model includes two DDR4-2400
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Table 3.1. Benchmark selection and characterization.
Benchmarks LLC MPKI
gcc.g23, xalancbmk, gcc.200, as-
tar.rivers2, bzip2.chicken, gcc.c-
typeck,omnetpp
0-10
libquantum, gcc.expr, leslie3d,
bwaves, GemsFDTD, milc, mcf
10-20
soplex.ref, bzip2.combined, as-
tar.rivers8, astar.biglakes, lbm, hpcg
20-100
channels (total bandwidth 38.4 GB/s), two ranks per channel, eight banks per rank, and burst
length of eight. Each DRAM device has a 2 KB row buffer with 15-15-15-39 (tCAS- tRCD-
tRP-tRAS) timing parameters. An additional ten-cycle I/O delay (at 1.2 GHz) is charged for
each access to account for floorplan, board delays, etc. Writes are scheduled in batches to reduce
channel turn-arounds.
We select 20 workloads from the SPEC CPU 2006 [8] and HPCG [43] benchmark suites.
These are traces that have high L2 MPKI (more than 10) and will hence be sensitive to the
LLC optimizations proposed in this paper. Table 3.1 lists these workloads along with their LLC
MPKI. We first created 20 homogenous, RATE-4 traces (each core runs the same copy of the
benchmark) for these workloads. In addition to these 20 homogeneous multi-programmed mixes,
we prepare 44 four-way heterogeneous, multi-programmed mixes by randomly combining these
20 traces. In all these 64 multi-programmed mixes, each core simulates 250 million dynamic
instruction and all the cores combined together simulate at least one billion instructions. Cores
that finish early continue to run. We use weighted speedup [52] as the metric of performance.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposals. We first describe our
baseline LLC policy and then summarize the performance gain of our features on top of this
baseline for both exclusive and inclusive STTRAM LLC. After that, we will present a detailed
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Figure 3.8. Performance in exclusive STTRAM LLC
analysis of our features, comparison with prior art, sensitivity to different parameters like write
latency, banking, memory bandwidth and latency and a brief energy analysis. Further, we also
present performance benefits of our techniques on a subset of industry workloads. Finally, we
will compare different density and write latency options in STTRAM technology.
3.3.2.1 Baseline Bypass
We optimize the baseline LLC by deploying a PC based dead block predictor to bypass
writes while improving the hit rate in the LLC. This policy is similar to the bypass policy
proposed in DASCA [3]. This bypass predictor improves SRAM performance by 1% over an
SRAM baseline that used the replacement and bypass schemes as proposed by [34]. We consider
this predictor as prior art and employ it in the baseline of all the results in subsequent sections.
3.3.2.2 Performance Summary
(A) Exclusive LLC.
Figure 3.8 shows the performance gain of our proposal on top of an 8MB, 8 banks,
exclusive STTRAM LLC baseline. Overall our proposal improves the performance (measured as
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geometric mean over all 64 traces) of the baseline STTRAM LLC design by 26%. The WCAB
component of our policy gains 16% and VHC contributes additionally 10% more performance
improvement. Several benchmarks gain significant performance. However hpcg, lbm and
astar.biglakes do not show much response to our policies as these are streaming in nature and
have very high LLC MPKI of 50, 28 and 27 respectively. Hence they are insensitive to LLC
latency and bandwidth improvements.
Figure 3.9(a) compares our policies with a similar area SRAM. For these results we
assume two density points for STTRAM in comparison to SRAM. Overall for exclusive LLCs we
see that 8MB (2X density) and 16MB (4X density) STTRAM, despite of a larger capacity, lose
15% and 13% performance as compared to the 4MB SRAM LLC. However with our proposals
added to the STTRAM LLC, we gain 6% and 12% performance in 8MB and 16MB STTRAM
respectively.
(B) Inclusive LLC.
Figure 3.10 shows the performance gain of our features on top of an 8MB, 8 banks,
inclusive STTRAM LLC baseline. For the inclusive baseline our features gain a significant 11%
overall performance. We should note that our performance gains were expected to be lower in
case of inclusive LLCs because inherently inclusive LLCs have less write pressure as the clean
writebacks from the L2 are simply dropped.
Figure 3.9(b) compares our policies with a similar area SRAM. As described earlier,
inclusive LLCs see fewer writes, therefore the baseline STTRAM with 8MB and 16MB provide
13% and 25% performance gains. Our proposals further improve performance to 25% and 37%
for 8MB and 16MB STTRAM respectively.
We now analyze our policies in more detail in subsequent sections. For sake of brevity,
we will show results only on the exclusive LLC baseline.
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3.3.2.3 Performance Analysis
(A) Write Congestion Aware Bypass.
Figure 3.11 shows the gains delivered by WCAB for every trace used in our simulation
(left Y axis). Also plotted is the miss rate difference from this baseline on the right Y axis. On
an average, WCAB reduces the writes to the LLC by 11%, while increasing the miss rate by 9%.
This trade-off helps it deliver performance. We should note that there are some benchmarks that
lose because of WCAB. These benchmarks typically suffer a higher miss rate that is not offset
by the improved congestion at the LLC. Overall WCAB performance ranges from -3% to +53%.
To verify the significance of PC based liveness, we changed WCAB bypass algorithm to
not use liveness score. Instead it selects the oldest write for bypass when there is congestion.
This scheme degrades the performance by 3% compared to our default WCAB algorithm using
PC based liveness.
(B) Virtual Hybrid Cache.
VHC further improves the performance gain by 10%. Figure 3.12 shows the gains
delivered by VHC on top of WCAB, for every trace. Also plotted is the difference in miss rate.
Overall VHC reduces the number of writes to the LLC and hence helps reduce the aggressiveness
of WCAB, thereby improving the overall hit rate. Some losses seen with VHC are primarily
because of additional hit rate loss as a result of duplication (that reduced the effective capacity of
LLC + L2). VHC is able to eliminate nearly 40% of writes at the LLC, while increasing the miss
rate further by 2.2%.
3.3.2.4 Comparison to Prior Art
We compare our architecture to two existing policies namely the Hybrid Cache (as used
in [115]) and LAP [17]. These two policies were discussed (in related works). Figure 3.13
compares the proposed architecture with these two existing policies. For the hybrid cache we
used two configurations where the SRAM portion is 1/4 th and 1/8 th of the LLC capacity. If
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Figure 3.11. Performance vs. miss rate difference of WCAB
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Figure 3.12. Performance vs. miss rate difference of VHC on top of WCAB
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Figure 3.13. Performance comparison to prior art
we assume STTRAM has 2x density as com- pared to SRAM, the two configurations will have
have 4MB and 6MB of STTRAM respectively. On an average the best performing Hybrid cache
improves the performance by 9%, whereas LAP improves the performance by 11%. On the other
hand, the proposed architecture improves the average performance by 26%.
As discussed earlier, Hybrid caches result in an over- all smaller capacity, as SRAM has
a lower density than STTRAM. Our simulations show that the best performing Hybrid cache
(with 2MB of SRAM and 4MB of STTRAM) has an average 11% higher miss rate, as compared
to the STTRAM baseline. On the other hand the fraction of writes drop by 19%. The capacity
loss tends to bring down the gains of Hybrid cache.
LAP shows a performance improvement of 11%. Since cache lines are duplicated by
LAP there is a loss in cache capacity. To overcome this capacity loss, the proposed Virtual
Hybrid Cache uses intelligent replacement optimizations as described (under Virtual Hybird
Cache). Moreover, unlike LAP that cannot target dirty fills, VHC uses a small subset of the
L2 cache to increase write merging and cut down on dirty fills. To show the advantages of the
proposed optimizations by VHC we compare just the VHC component of our policy with LAP
in Figure 3.14. As can be seen for several traces, VHC has a lower miss rate loss as compared to
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LAP.
As a standalone feature itself, VHC outperforms LAP by 2.6% on the same baseline.
VHC has a 1.5% lower miss rate as compared to LAP, though LAP has 2.8% lower writes to
the LLC. Overall our proposed architecture delivers 26% performance as compared to LAP that
delivers 11% performance and Hybrid cache that delivers 9% performance gain for an 8MB
STTRAM, having a 20 ns write latency.
3.3.2.5 Sensitivity Studies
(A) Sensitivity to LLC Banking.
Banking the LLC can increase the overall LLC bandwidth and help mitigate the LLC
congestion. However banking results in substantial area and power overheads because of
duplication of peripheral circuit, interconnect etc. [81]. Also floorplan considerations are
important to decide the number of LLC banks that are possible. Figure 3.15 shows the impact
of our policy when the number of banks are increased in the baseline. For 8 banks, we gain
26% performance. With 16 banks (and assuming no area overheads of banking), the STTRAM
baseline improves by 18%, and our policies improve the gain further by 15%. However banking
costs area. A 10% overhead reduces the performance gain of 16 banks over 8 banks to 16%,
whereas a 20% overhead would further reduce the performance gain to 15%. Our policies gain
12% and 11% performance on top of these area compensated banked baselines.
(B) Sensitivity to Write Latency.
Figure 3.16 shows the performance of our policies at different write latencies of an 8MB
STTRAM LLC. Our policies gain 1%, 7%, 26% and 53% performance gains at STTRAM LLC
write latency of 5ns, 10ns, 20ns and 40ns respectively. Write congestion problem is less severe
at lower STTRAM write latencies and hence the sensitivity of our proposals increase as the write
latency of the STTRAM is increased. However we should note that reducing write latency at the
circuit level reduces the density of the STTRAM, and may not be desirable. We will evaluate
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this interesting trade-off in a separate section (STTRAM density versus Write Latency).
Figure 3.16 also shows the performance gain of our policies on an 8MB SRAM (+0ns
write latency), where there is no write congestion. As expected our policies overall degrade the
performance of such a baseline by almost 2%. This shows the uniqueness of our problem space
and our solution - conventional SRAM LLCs expectedly lose performance when we degrade hit
rates, whereas for STTRAM LLCs we can actually lose some amount of hit rates as long as we
can use that loss in order to improve LLC characteristics and gain overall higher performance.
(C) Sensitivity to Algorithmic Parameters.
Our thresholds are dependent on the memory latency (the cost of bypass) and the write
latency of the STTRAM LLC. Therefore these need to be tuned for a given system. We ran
several experiments to arrive at the best possible thresholds. For our default system configuration
the best thresholds are mentioned in Figure 3.6.
(D) Sensitivity to Last Level Cache Capacity.
Figure 3.17 shows the performance delivered by our optimization at various LLC sizes by
keeping the write latency constant at 20ns. For each capacity point we also show the performance
that an SRAM would deliver at the same capacity. Note that SRAM would need a much higher
area than STTRAM for a given capacity, so this comparison is primarily to gauge the effectiveness
of our policy in mitigating write latency. Overall we see that a similar capacity SRAM would
deliver 20%, 36% and 42% performance on top of 4 MB, 8 MB and 16 MB STTRAM baseline
respectively. However, with our architecture applied to the baseline STTRAM, we bridge this
gap by almost 65-70% across the various capacity points. The remaining gap between SRAM
and STTRAM can potentially be bridged by improving the bypass decisions of WCAB so that
capacity is not sacrificed while writes are still bypassed. Also addressing dirty fills and write
merging in the core can significantly bridge this gap.
(E) Sensitivity to Memory Bandwidth and Latency.
We evaluated different main memory bandwidth and latency configurations with an 8
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Figure 3.16. Impact of STTRAM write latency
MB STTRAM LLC baseline. Compared to the default DDR-2400 memory, using DDR-1600
lowers performance by 2%, whereas higher bandwidth DDR-3200 improves by 1%. On the other
hand increasing memory latency by 50% reduces performance by 4%, whereas reducing latency
by 30% increases performance by 5%.
Figure 3.18 shows the performance delivered by our proposal at different memory
bandwidth and latency points. Expectedly our performance gains increase when the baseline
memory bandwidth is increased. This is because higher bandwidth memory will be able to absorb
the extra pressure our write bypassing scheme creates at the memory. Our proposal gains 27%
when the baseline uses a higher bandwidth DDR4-3200, whereas the gains are somewhat lower
at 24% for lower bandwidth DDR4-1600. Likewise better latency memory baseline improves
our gains to 29%, whereas high memory latency baseline reduces our gains to 22%. In summary,
our proposals deliver substantial performance at different memory configurations.
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Figure 3.17. Our techniques vs same capacity SRAM
3.3.2.6 Energy Considerations
STTRAM has high write energy requirements [17, 3]. Our proposed architecture reduces
this write energy by eliminating writes. However, this comes at a higher miss rate which costs
power in the off-chip DRAM memory. To estimate the various components of energy in the
proposed architecture, we use the Micron power calculator [47] for estimating the DRAM array
energy in the main memory. For STTRAM read/write energy we use the same numbers as used
in [17]. Figure 3.19 shows the LLC and main memory energy of our proposed architecture,
normalized to the baseline STTRAM. Our architecture, by eliminating writes to the STTRAM,
reduces the energy across all workloads by an average of 8%. However in some workloads (for
instance gcc.g23, gcc.expr) the energy increases due to additional bypasses that lower the hit
rate and result in more requests at the DRAM memory.
3.3.2.7 Industry Workloads
Apart from the workloads described earlier, we evaluated our proposal on 15 important
industry applications from Enterprise, Database, BigData, Desktops, Mobile and HPC domains.
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Figure 3.20. Evaluation on industry workloads
Table 3.2. STTRAM write latency vs cell density
Write Latency 5ns 10ns 20ns 30ns
Conservative density 4MB 6MB 8MB 12MB
Aggressive density 7MB 12MB 16MB 20MB
Most of these applications run on real world commercial systems and some of them represent
emerging usage like machine learning. Moreover, these workloads exhibit a wide range of
characteristics such as LLC MPKI and write intensity, stressing different tradeoffs in the cache
hierarchy. Figure 3.20 shows the performance of STTRAM baseline and with our optimization
on these industry workloads compared to the SRAM baseline. Overall, STTRAM with our
optimization provides 9% performance advantage over the SRAM baseline showing that our
proposal is applicable on real world workloads with broad range of characteristics.
3.3.2.8 STTRAM Density versus Write Latency
As discussed earlier, write latency determines the density for STTRAM technology.
Higher write latency results in higher density and vice versa. We consider two different density
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scaling characteristics based on the data available from [57] and summarized in Table 3.2. The
two capacity-latency curves respectively represent an aggressive and conservative density scaling
STTRAM.
Figure 3.21 shows the performance with conservative and aggressive capacity scaling
as the write latency increases from 5 ns to 30 ns. In conservative scaling (Figure 3.21(a)),
the baseline STTRAM shows performance loss and the loss increases further with the write
latency. On the other hand, our proposed architecture is able to mitigate higher write latency
and take advantage of larger capacity, thereby delivers 6% performance gain at (20ns, 8MB)
compared to same area SRAM. Performance advantage of our architecture further increases to
18% when applied to aggressive density scaling as shown in Figure 3.21(b). Moreover, note that
our proposed architecture sees a more gradual decline in performance for (20ns, 16MB), and
(30ns, 20MB), when compared to baseline which falls off a cliff.
The results show that in presence of our optimizations, the best performing write latency
is 20ns for conservative and 10ns for aggressive scaling. Without our optimizations, circuit
techniques would need to reduce latency further to 10ns and 5ns for conservative and aggressive
scaling configurations, thereby sacrificing significant LLC capacity. This clearly shows that a
combination of circuit techniques to reduce write latency, coupled with our proposed architecture
techniques, helps create a more optimal NVM LLC design.
3.4 Related Work
A large body of work [15, 56, 16, 34, 51] has addressed the capacity management
problem in SRAM based LLCs. Managing the demand for LLC bandwidth has been addressed
in the context of SRAM LLC [102, 34] mainly to reduce on-chip traffic and power. NVM LLCs
can also benefit from these techniques. However, NVM has long write latency and therefore
needs solutions to mitigate the LLC congestion arising because of these long latency writes.
Some of the solutions explored in the past to this problem include [109, 114, 115, 17, 3, 54, 124].
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These solutions propose heuristics to either stall writes or completely bypass the writes. These
techniques eliminate some of the writes while making sure there is no loss in hit rate because of
the bypass. Bypassing writes helps relieve some of the LLC congestion. However increasing the
aggressiveness of bypass to improve LLC congestion further is very risky as it can reduce hit
rates significantly and severely degrade performance.
Hybrid cache [115] proposes to convert some portion of the NVM LLC into an SRAM.
Frequently written to cache lines are allocated in the SRAM portion to reduce writes to the
primary NVM portion. However, as SRAM has lower density than NVM, this results in overall
lower capacity than a pure NVM based LLC and hence bounds the performance of capacity
sensitive applications. The Hybrid cache proposal uses a predictor for placement and migration
between the SRAM portion and NVM to reduce write congestion.
LAP [17] was proposed for exclusive STTRAM LLCs. It duplicates cache lines, that
make frequent trips between the LLC and the L2, in the LLC. However, this duplication results
in LLC capacity loss limiting the performance potential. Moreover a significant fraction of
writes to the LLC originate from dirty writebacks from the L2 which cannot be addressed by
this scheme. We have compared the Hybrid cache proposal and LAP with our architecture in the
results section.
Optimizations have also been explored in the context of memories built using NVM
technology by [124, 63, 74]. The focus of these works is primarily to improve energy efficiency
and resilience of NVM memory. FIRM [125] proposes to reduce memory bus turnarounds and
utilizes bank level parallelism to improve fairness and performance in NVM based persistent
main memory systems. A recent work, OSCAR [123], tries to solve high bandwidth demand on
on-chip network of shared GPU-CPU NVM based LLC.
Overall, although past efforts have shown improvement over baseline NVM LLCs, none
have explored techniques that delicately balance the conflicting goals of managing contention
while retaining the benefits of higher capacity. Through a comprehensive and synergistic set of
architectural techniques we show a path to get to performance that is within striking distance of
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that of an LLC with SRAM-like write latency and of the same capacity.
3.5 Conclusion
In this paper we showed that LLCs built with emerging NVM memory technologies
like STTRAM give sub-optimal performance as compared to SRAM because of long write
latency. We hence proposed a new, low cost, architecture that mitigates this write latency induced
performance degradation and improves the performance of a 4 core system with an 8MB of
STTRAM based exclusive LLC by an average of 26%. Moreover, we show that the proposed
architecture can tolerate high asymmetry in write latency and delivers significant performance
improvements over a traditional SRAM LLC. This can pave the path for the creation of future
large LLCs that can effectively utilize the high density offered by these new NVM technologies,
while still delivering near SRAM-like performance.
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Chapter 4
Scalability in In-Memory Computations
Scaling limits of non Von-Neumann computing models
Processing huge amounts of data on traditional von Neumann architectures involves
many data transfers between the CPU and the memory that degrades performance and consumes
energy [90, 95, 96]. Enabled by emerging memory technologies, processing in memory (PIM)
is one solution that might reduce the costly data transfers. With true PIM, computations can
be performed using the individual memory cells [91, 118, 71, 64, 30]. Research on PIM in
recent years has led to better circuits and micro-architectures [64, 65, 9, 30] and identification of
applications which can take advantage of this paradigm [46, 26, 37].
Despite the recent resurgence of PIM, it is still very challenging to analyze and quantify
its advantages or disadvantages over other computing paradigms. Simple heuristic based mapping
(such as “only map simple operations to PIM”) may not fully capture the capability of PIM, but
mapping complex operations without a clear view of PIM’s limits may not be an appropriate
approach either.
In this paper, we propose an analytical model – the Bitlet model – to address the challenge
of better understanding PIM. This model is inspired by past successful analytical models for
computing [36, 39, 117, 27, 40]. The model provides a simple operational view of PIM
computations, it abstracts PIM implementation details, and it captures essential factors such
as complexity of operations and the extent of data transfers. The Bitlet model exposes clear
trade-offs between the different computing options.
The Bitlet model provides sufficient depth of detail to include various parameters related
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to technology, architecture and algorithms which affect the performance and power of PIM based
processing. The name Bitlet reflects PIM’s unique bit-by-bit data element processing approach.
Bitlet is complementary to past CPU/GPU models focused solely on arithmetic intensity or
data-reuse [117].
Overall, we make the following contributions:
• Our analytical model quantifies the effects of computational complexity and data transfer
factors on PIM performance.
• Our model also permits a fair, parameterized throughput-centric comparison between PIM
and traditional CPU/GPU computing units.
Throughout the paper, we refer to ‘PIM’ as a framework for processing inside memories.
We ground the PIM side of the Bitlet model on the concept of performing computations using
memristive memory arrays. PIM processing occurs inside the memory arrays and at the level of
individual memory cells. We base our model of PIM on the MAGIC in-memory logic family [64].
The supporting circuitry and micro-architecture resemble, but are not limited to, those described
for the memristor Memory Processing Unit (mMPU) [44, 38].
4.1 Bitlet Model
We derive a parameterized throughput metric when the data is processed by PIM, followed
by a suitable throughput metric for the CPU.
4.1.1 PIM Throughput
In our proposed Bitlet model for PIM, we assume that the computations are carried
out as a series of NOR operations, applied on the memory cells of a row inside a memristive
memory array. In the model, each row of a memory array stores the input data required for
processing. A two-input bit NOR gate processes two data bits within the row and stores the
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Figure 4.1. PIM operational complexity in cycles for different types of operation and data sizes.
MPY refers to a multiplication operation. Other arithmetic and logic operations are also shown.
output bit in the same row. Any intermediate data is processed similarly. Processing proceeds
sequentially in this fashion to produce the final output, which is also stored within the same row.
The processing of data as per the Bitlet model can thus be viewed as row-wise and bit-by-bit
within the row of a memory array. We use a default two-input bit NOR gate as the basic logic
operation [64], permitting a maximum of two input bits to be processed per memory cycle, unless
stated otherwise.
While each row is processed bit-by-bit, the effective throughput of PIM is increased
by the inherent parallelism: multiple rows are processed inside a memory array and multiple
memory arrays are available, all operating concurrently. We assume the same computations
(i.e., individual operations) applied to a row are also applied in parallel in every cycle across all
the rows (ROW ) of a memory array. This parallelism is made possible by the 2D structure of
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Table 4.1. PIM-related parameters of the Bitlet model.
Parameter name Notation Value(s) Type
Operation complexity OC 1 - 32k cycles Algorithmic
PIM cycle time CT 10 ns [68] Technological
Memory array count MAT 1k - 16k Architectural
Memory array dimensions ROW×COL 1024 x 1024 Technological
the memory arrays and by reusing the voltage signals used to operate an individual row for all
the rows [44]. Although the choice to process row-wise only may seem restrictive, it naturally
maximizes the data-level parallelism and hence PIM throughput. Moreover, the multiple memory
arrays (MAT ) further maximize this parallelism. Finally, the cycle time, CT , of a single basic
PIM operation also impacts overall PIM performance. The shorter the cycle time, the faster the
processing.
Figure 4.1 shows how bit lengths (n) of the input data affect the number of computing
cycles required for PIM based processing. The figure shows the number of cycles needed
to process the input data and produce the desired output under the row-wise and bit-by-bit
processing model and highlights how this time is affected by both the data sizes and type of
operations (different operations follow a different curve on the graph). With this model, for
example, n-bit AND requires 3n cycles (e.g., for n=16 bits AND takes 16x3 = 48 cycles),
ADD requires 9n cycles1, and multiply (MPY) requires 13n2- 14n cycles [37]. We define the
operational complexity parameter (OC), for a given operation type and data size, as the number
of cycles required to process the corresponding data.
The throughput of PIM is captured by four parameters: OC, MAT , ROW and CT . The
throughput of the system in operations per second can be expressed as:
T hroughput-PIM(Op) =
ROW ×MAT
OC×CT . (4.1)
Table 4.1 summarizes the PIM-related parameters of the Bitlet model. For conceptual
1ADD can be improved to 7n cycles using an algorithmic optimization that uses four-input NOR instead of
two-input NOR.
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Table 4.2. CPU-related parameters of the Bitlet model.
Parameter name Notation Value(s) Type
Memory bandwidth BW 1T to 16T (T = Tbps) Architectural
Data in-out bits DIO 24, 48 Algorithmic
clarity and to aid our analysis, we designate three parameter types: technological, architectural,
and algorithmic. Typical values or the ranges for the different parameters are also listed in the
table.
Examples: The examples below illustrate the throughput of PIM computed as per the
Bitlet model.
ADD 16-bit, OC=144: Consider an ADD operation which adds two 16-bit inputs and
produces a 16-bit output. This operation on a data element takes 144 cycles (OC = 144, 9n where
n=16). Assuming there are 1024 MATs and each MAT supports 1024 data elements (rows= #
data elements), the achieved throughput = (1024x1024)/(144x10) = 728 GOPS.
OR 16-bit, OC=32: Consider a 16-bit OR operation which ORs two 16-bit inputs
and produces a 16-bit output. In this case, OC = 32 (2n where n=16) and the throughput =
(1024x1024)/(32x10) = 3276 GOPS.
MPY 16-bit, OC=3104: Now consider a 16-bit MPY (multiplication) producing a
32-bit result. In this case OC = 3104 (13n2- 14n where n=16). Here the throughput is
(1024x1024)/(3104x10) = 33 GOPS. For low-precision multiplication that produces a 16-bit
output, OC = 1544 and the throughput is (1024x1024)/(1544x10) = 67 GOPS.
4.1.2 CPU Throughput
We now discuss the CPU and the associated assumptions we made as per the Bitlet
model.
Given the focus of the Bitlet model on exploring compelling cases for PIM, we assume
in this setting that the CPU execution speed is limited by its effective usage of external memory-
bandwidth and not by the processing speed of its execution units. In this way, we distinguish
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between PIM and CPU processing: performing all computations inside the memory arrays
without data transfer, versus transferring data when performing any computation. Large amounts
of data being transferred between the CPU and the memory will result in lower throughput while
less data will have the opposite effect.
When the operation is performed by the CPU, the extent of data transfer between the
CPU and the memory is captured by the data in-out (DIO) model parameter. The DIO is the
amount of data transferred on average per operation, and has to account for all the data transfers
(in bits) between the CPU and the memory due to inputs, outputs and any temporary results.
Along with DIO, the external memory bandwidth (BW ) between the CPU and the memory2,
determines the final throughput.
The throughput of the system in operations per second can be stated as:
T hroughput-CPU(Op) =
BW
DIO
. (4.2)
Table 4.2 lists the CPU-related parameters, including typical values or range of values
they are set to. We vary the memory bandwidth parameter from 1 Tbps to 16 Tbps to show
sensitivity of the model to memory bandwidth.
Examples: We now discuss a few examples of using the Bitlet model for CPUs. Here we
vary the memory bandwidth parameter to a few values to illustrate how the model works.
‘X’ Op 16-bit, BW = 4 Tbps: We consider any binary operation (‘X’ stands for ADD,
OR, MPY, etc.) that operates on two 16-bit inputs and one 16-bit output. The DIO is thus
(16x2+16) = 48 bits3. For any of these operations, the effective throughput of the CPU is 4T/48
= 85 GOPS. In comparison with CPU throughput for OR and AND in the earlier examples, PIM
throughput is better primarily due to lower operational complexity, high data parallelism, and
(unlike the CPU) by virtue of being unaffected by external memory bandwidth. For MPY, on the
other hand, PIM is inferior to the CPU due to the higher operational complexity.
2Memory bandwidth may depend on the number of channels.
3DIO = 24 for two 8-bit inputs and one 8-bit output.
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Figure 4.2. Throughput comparison of CPU vs. PIM. A crossover point where the CPU
starts performing better than PIM is shown. The crossover point is for a particular PIM, CPU
configuration
‘X’ Op 16-bit, BW = 1 Tbps: If the bandwidth is reduced to 1024 Gbps, the throughput
now becomes 1024T/48 = 21 GOPS for any 16-bit binary operation with 16-bit output. Since
memory bandwidth is the main limiter, CPU throughput now becomes worse than PIM, even
with respect to the MPY operation.
4.1.3 PIM versus CPU Comparison
We start with the raw PIM vs. CPU throughput comparison and then study how power
limitations impact the results.
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4.1.3.1 Comparison of Raw Throughput
Figure 4.2 shows the throughput of PIM against that of the CPU. Diagonal lines represent
PIM with varying numbers of MAT s (set to 1, 16, 256, 1024, 4096 and 16384 MAT s). Horizontal
lines are for CPUs with varying DIO bits (set to 24/96) and BW = 1T/4T/16T (T = Tbps).
Peak throughput for PIM occurs when maximum available memory arrays are used
(MAT s = 16k) and the operational complexity is the lowest possible (OC = 1). We observe that
PIM throughput increases when more MATs are used and decreases with increasing operational
complexity. We can see that the CPU throughput decreases with higher DIO. For instance,
consider the lines shown for DIO = 24 and DIO = 48 for the same BW = 1T. The CPU’s
performance for DIO = 48 is lower than for DIO = 24.
For a configuration of MAT = 1024, DIO = 24 and BW = 4T, the CPU performs better
than PIM at OC = 612 or higher. This marks the crossover point and sets the boundaries of a
favorable region for PIM for this configuration. Note the placement of the OR, AND and MPY
operations shown in Figure 4.2 along the x-axis. Clearly, OR (OC = 32) and ADD (OC = 144)
are to the left of the crossover point and MPY (OC = 3104) to the right. The left region is where
PIM is the favorable choice, while the right region is where CPU wins.
The crossover point shifts to the right for different DIO values. For instance, for MAT =
1024 and BW = 1024, the crossover point shifts roughly from OC = 2500 to OC = 5000 for DIO
= 24 to DIO = 48, respectively. Thus, it is the algorithmic interplay of OC and DIO (along with
other technological and architectural factors) that determines the throughput of PIM relative to
that of traditional CPU/GPU computing.
4.1.3.2 Comparison of Power-limited Throughput
The maximum throughput for PIM or the CPU is limited by the thermal design power
(TDP). For PIM, the throughput depends in turn on the energy per unit of computation, which
is the energy spent during a single computation cycle (EPIM) for OC = 1. We quantify the
Power-Limited (PL) Throughput as:
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Table 4.3. Power-related model parameters of the Bitlet model.
Parameter name Notation Value(s) Type
Energy for PIM op (OC=1) EPIM 0.1pJ [68] Technological
Energy for memory bit transfer ECPU 15pJ [85] Technological
Thermal design power T DP 20-160W Architectural
PL-T hroughput-PIM(Op) = Min(
ROW ×MAT
OC×CT ,
T DP
EPIM×OC ). (4.3)
On the CPU front, the energy per bit transfer (ECPU ) between the CPU and the memory
determines the efficiency of CPU computations. We assume that the CPU compute energy is
significantly lower than the data transfer energy. This aligns with our focus on identifying the
strengths of PIM rather than those of the CPU. The PL-Throughput for CPU computation can be
expressed as:
PL-T hroughput-CPU(Op) = Min(
BW
DIO
,
T DP
ECPU ×DIO). (4.4)
Table 4.3 summarizes the power-related model parameters, including their typical values
or range of values. Figure 4.3 shows the maximum throughput possible for different configura-
tions of PIM and CPU, under a given power budget.
For PIM, a maximum of 1950 MAT s can be accommodated at the power envelope of
20W. Increasing the number of MATs does not increase the throughput any further since the
power budget of the system is the main limiter. PIM will support higher throughput only if we
increase the power budget. For example, at 40W up to 3900 memory arrays (MATs) can be
active at any given time.
For the CPU, the energy cost of data transfer limits the PL-Throughput-CPU. We assume
here a BW = 16T. With the power limitation of 20W, the CPU can deliver 55 GOPS at DIO = 24.
At the power budget of 40W, 111 GOPS are possible, and 444 GOPS at 160W. Compare this
against the raw (with no power limitation) CPU throughput, which is 682 GOPS at DIO of 24.
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Figure 4.3. Throughput comparison of CPU vs. PIM under power limits. For the case of PIM,
the figure shows the number of MATs, i.e. the memory arrays, permissible under a power limit.
The values of the energy parameters EPIM and ECPU affect the relative energy efficiency
of PIM versus CPU. For example, consider the case of a single-bit NOR operation, where OC = 1
(a single MAGIC operation) and DIO = 3 (2 input and 1 output bits). In this case, PIM consumes
1xEPIM = 0.1pJ while the CPU consumes 3xECPU = 45pJ. Overall, for this example, the CPU
energy consumption is approximately 450X higher than that of PIM.
However, as OC increases, the relative efficiency of PIM decreases. Now consider a
16-bit addition operation where OC = 144 and DIO = 48. For this operation, PIM consumes
14.4pJ (= 144x0.1) and the CPU consumes 720pJ (= 48x15). Thus, for a 16-bit ADD, PIM
is 50X (= 720/14.4) more energy efficient than the CPU. For the limiting case of OC = 7200
or higher (720pJ/0.1pJ = 7200), PIM becomes less attractive than CPU with respect to energy
efficiency. However note that the specific values of the energy parameters affect the relative
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merits of employing either PIM or a CPU.
4.2 Current Limitations of Bitlet Model
The Bitlet model includes several parameters for exploration of emerging systems that
will employ PIM. The most important are operational complexity and data in-out. These along
with the other supporting parameters allow various trade-off and limitation studies on PIM. We
leave a more thorough exploration of all the outlined model parameters (with their possible
values) for future work.
Architecture and technology will likely undergo changes. For instance, emerging memory
interfaces such as high bandwidth memories (HBM) [85] will provide higher bandwidths.
Similarly, the cycle time for new memories is constantly improving (sub 10 ns levels). The model
analysis still applies to different bandwidth and memory cycle time values, but the trade-offs and
break-even point will vary.
We also expect innovations that reduce the complexity of PIM-based operations. Such
innovations include n-input NOR gates [110] and new logic gates [35]. The Bitlet model is
useful to understand the extent of overall PIM throughput improvements that are anticipated on
these fronts.
CPU arithmetic complexity and data reuse can be taken into account by either integrating
or using the Bitlet model with existing models such as the Roofline model [117]. This will
be useful for laying out the role of PIM in heterogeneous computing setups. We leave this
exploration for future work.
Finally, although we compare PIM only against the CPU, the model assumptions and the
comparisons can be extended to GPUs.
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4.3 Related Work
Since the finding of the memristor [108]researchers have explored the use of new memo-
ries for computations.
4.3.1 In-Memory Computational Units
Initial efforts [71, 101, 33] described computing using logic operations on memory cells.
Here the inputs were the applied voltages across the memory cells, and the outputs were stored
inside the memory cells. Others [70]] explored using the stored data within the array as inputs
and the output is sent as voltages. Later efforts [13, 99, 69, 64] investigated ‘stateful logic’
wherein the inputs and the outputs are all stored in the form of resistance values of the memory
cells of the array.
Although there has been a steady reduction in over- heads, different efforts still differ in
the peripheral circuitry, the voltages applied, how they use the rows and columns of the memory
arrays, etc. These implementation intricacies make it hard to analyze, in a general manner, the
capabilities and weaknesses of in-memory computing.
While generality of computations has steadily been achieved, it is being increasingly
realized that there are limits on the complexity of the operations that can be per- formed effectively
inside the memories. Simple operations (like OR, AND, NOR) are much easier and faster than
complex operations like multiplication.
Figure 4.1 shows how bit lengths together with the complexity of operations can affect
the number of operations of in-memory computing. For instance, multiplication has an kn2
complexity and hence the operations grow much more rapidly than addition whose complexity is
linear with n.
While complexity is one factor, it is widely acknowl- edged that the ability to process
data inside the arrays is unique and holds the potential to reduce the amount of data to be moved.
Reducing data movement saves external memory bandwidth and energy.
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In this work, we show how these factors (operation complexity and data reduction) have
a first-order impact on the prospects of using in-memory computing.
4.3.2 Analytical Computing Models
Historically, higher level computing models have been successful in promoting and
developing an understanding of different forms of computing [39, 42, 117, 27]. They enable
analyzing the performance, power, area trade-offs and complement full- fledged benchmarking.
For instance, the GPU computing model [42] gave a con- cise description of how the
highly multi-threaded execution engines work. Similarly, heterogeneous-ISA multi-core CPU
model [39] provided a clear view of the capabilities and limits of a system with asymmetric
cores. Recent work on dark-silicon provided estimates of the fraction of a chip that can be active
given the power limitations [27].
However, these past models or any known abstractions cannot be simply reapplied for
in-memory computing for reasons discussed below.
Existing models for CPU/GPU [117] have primarily fo- cused on data reuse and arithmetic
intensity. Reuse is maxi- mized, since otherwise, the data needs to be brought all the way from
the memory. Arithmetic intensity (flops per bytes) is maximized in turn to benefit more from
data reuse and to improve performance. The models also capture the system objective to reduce
memory bandwidth demand.
In stark contrast, the in-memory computing does not heavily rely on data locality for
performance. In fact, it relies more on internal bandwidth for computing rather than external.
Furthermore, in a heterogeneous setting, in- memory computing can reduce the external memory
band- width demand from an accompanying CPU/GPU.
Since, both the optimizing objectives and the nature of computational units involved (as
discussed earlier), are different in case of in-memory computing, it warrants a rethink and a new
model.
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4.4 Conclusions
The paper motivates and describes an analytical model for PIM called Bitlet. We show
how to use the model to find the beneficial use cases for PIM and understand the related trade-offs
and limits, in a parameterized fashion. Using the model, we found precise crossover points with
specific operational complexity. For example, for OC under 612, PIM using 1,000 memory arrays
has advantages over traditional computing using 1Tbps bandwidth and DIO of 24. Similarly,
we found crossover points from an energy efficiency perspective (OC = 7200 or lower for any
operation with DIO of 48). We hope that the Bitlet model will provide a clearer view of the
avenues for PIM in future systems.
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